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Trawniki ID in spotlight
as Demjanjuk trial resumes
Special to Svoboda and The Weekly
JERUSALEM - The Trawniki ID
card purportedly issued to John Dem
janjuk was at the center of attention this
week as court proceedings resumed
Tuesday, April 21, following a Passover
recess.
Israeli documents expert Amnon
Bezaleli testified on the findings of his
forensic examination of the Soviet
supplied document, made available to
Israeli authorities through the good
offices of American industrialist Armand Hammer.
The Trawniki ID, which the defense
contends is a forgery, places the defen
dant at the Trawniki facility where
camp guards were trained, as well as in
camps in Okzow and Sobibor. Treblinka, the death camp where "Ivan the
Terrible" committed atrocities, is not
listed on this service record.
Mr. Bezaleli testified on Tuesday,
April 21, that he is "100 percent" certain
that the signatures of Kurt Streibel, the
camp commandant, and an officer
named Teufel are authentic. However,
he said, there is a "reasonable possibi~
Hty" that the signature alleged to be that
of Mr. Demjanjuk is not his.
Mx, Bezaleli, director of a govern

ment laboratory specializing in
criminal investigations, had traveled
to Germany where he compared signa
tures of Streibel and Teufel on various
documents.
He also examined 50 examples of Mr.
Demjanjuk'8 signature - in German,
Ukrainian and English. Mr. BezaleH
testified that he saw a similarity between
Mr. Demjanjuk'5 signature and the one
on the Trawniki ID only in the Ukrai
nian letter "e"; in all other letters, most
notably in the Ukrainian letters "d,"
"n," "yu," and "k," there were distinct
differences.
Earlier, when Mr. BezaleH was
testifying about the authenticity of the
Streibel and Teufel signatures, prosecu
tor Michael Shaked attempted to ascer
tain on this basis that the entire card is
genuine. However, Judge Levin rejected
this argument, stating that other aspects
of the card may be forgeries.
As regards the stamps on ID card,
Mr. BezaleH noted that where the
stamps do not mesh it is possible that
the photo might have become detached
from the card and then re-glued. The
expert also said that the stamps them
selves are authentic, although on one of
(Continued on page 16)

UNA executives survey modernization
in operations, sales, insurance plans
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Ukrai
nian National Association's progress in
computerizing its Home Office opera
tions, obtaining approval for new
insurance plans and organizing a profes
sional sales force was the main topic of
the regularly scheduled meeting of the
Supreme Executive Committee held
here at the association's headquarters
on April 11.
The meeting was chaired by UNA
Supreme President John 0 . Flis. In
attendance were: Supreme Vice-President Gloria Paschen, Supreme Director
for Canada John Hewryk, Supreme
Secretary Walter Sochan, Supreme
Treasurer Ulana Diachuk and Stefan
Hawrysz, who represented the Supreme
Auditing Committee of which he is
secretary. Also present was Svoboda
Editor-in-Chief Zenon Snylyk. Su
preme Vice-President Myron B. Kuropas was unable to attend the meeting.
The meeting began with UNA execu
tives' reports.
The first to report was the supreme
treasurer. Mrs. Diachuk noted that
іп 1986 the UNA'S assets grew by
S2,378,246 and reached S57,253,791.
Income in 1986 tota1led S11,428,702, or
S946,335 more than in the previous
year.
Dues collected amounted to
52,922,5б7, a sum higher by S60,393
than in 1985.

Interest on investments increased by
S369,370, adding up to S5,6O1,916. The
average rate paid on investments was
10.53 percent, whereas in the previous
year it had been 10.45 percent.
Disbursements for 1986 tota1led
S9,05O,456, a sum higher than the
previous year's by SI,308,979, said the
supreme treasurer.
Members' subscriptions to Svoboda
were subsidized to the tune of S624,i49,
that is an increase from 1985 of S202,O66.
Soyuzivka expenses were S1,300,881,
or S4O1,987 more than a year earlier.
Costs of the UNA'S 31st Regular
Convention were S364,231.
Among other expenses, Mr?. Dia
chuk pointed out that payments of
death benefits had increased, as did the
sum paid out on matured endowment
certificates. Cash surrenders, however,
decreased.
The Ukrainian National Urban Re
newal Corp. in 1986 collected
S3,136,666 in rents, an increase of
S478,14O over the previous year. The
UNA was paid S1,685,00O in interest on
its loan, while members holding promis
sory notes received S436,575. Currently
the UNA loan to the UNURC amounts
to S7 million, while members' loans
total S6,559,113.
During the first two months of 1987,
the supreme treasurer reported, UNA
(Continued on page 14)
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First annivetsary of worId"s worst nucleat accident

Dissecting the Chornobyl disaster:
the myths and realities
power plants, coal miners and soldiers.2 It is known that the personnel
This paperfocuses on the situation from other stations consisted of
at the Chornobyl nuclear power highly trained engineers and other
station and its environs in northern specialists who were reviewing the
Ukraine and southern Byelorussia on safety devices of the Chornobyl
the first anniversary of the nuclear RBMK 1000, with a view to restart
accident, Because of an abundance of ing the first two units by October
Soviet reports from the region, it is 1986, i.e., they were not present to
based predominantly on items pub work on the clean-up, at least for the
lished in late 1986 or 1987. The
emphasis is on three main issues:
For additional information
^ decontamination of the 30
on the Chornobyl nuclear disa
kilometer (18.5 mile) zone;
ster seepage 7: *'1be origins of
* revival of the region and the
the catastrophe at Chornobyl'*
environmental situation;
by Dr. Oleh Weres.
^ the Soviet nuclear power pro
gram.
most part.
Since the start of 1987, a number
The 388 coal miners who were
of Western scientists have traveled to
brought to Chornobyl from the
the Chornobyl region, site of the
Donets and Moscow coal basins, on
wor1d's worst nuclear accident. In
the other hand, took a key ro1e in
January 1987, the Soviet press re
digging a tunnel from the third
ported on a very successful
reactor building to the damaged unit,
visit by the International Atomic
in order to insert a concrete slab
Energy Agency, and IAEA Director
under the smouldering reactor. The
Hans В1іх gave cautious praise to
only other reference to coal miners
some of the improvements made on
has concerned their work in the
the RBMK (graphite-moderated) construction of the new city of
reactor.' Harvard physicist Richard
Slavutych, in the Chernihiv 0blast of
Wilson and members of the U.S.
Ukraine, which is to house ChorNuclear Regulatory Commission
nobyl's plant operatives.
were among the other visitors. This
Consequently, the vast majority of
Soviet willingness to permit interna the 40,000 to 50,000 people cited by
tional inspections of its nuclear
Dr. Velikhov were miHtary reser
facilities (which dates back only to vists. We know from the somewhat
February 1985) is to be welcomed.
indiscreet journalist writing in the
Where Soviet accounts have been
Estonian Komsomol newspaper that
less than forthcoming, however, has in early May, about 4,000 soldiers
been on the future status of the were conscripted from Estonia for
contaminated areas; in providing a clean-up work at Chornobyl.^ The
comp1ete account of the clean-up Soviets are very sensitive about the
operation; and revealing just how accusations of "forced labor" and
much the country's nuclear power have strongly attacked the Nether
program between the years 1985 and
lands' news media in recent weeks on
2000 has been affected by the acci this subject.4 However, if the labor
dent at Chornobyl.
was voluntary, it was brought to
Chornobyl on the premise that 30
Some of the events in the massive
days
would be the maximum time
clean-up operation — which accord
limit
spent in the zone. This term was
ing to Evgenii Velikhov, vice-presi
dent of the Academy of Sciences of subsequently raised to two months
,the USSR, could continue "for and eventually to six months, much
' decades" — can be pieced together to the dismay of some of the soldiers.
One can cite one or two examples
from press accounts, especially those
in Ukraine, Byelorussia and the of some of the difficulties involved in
what
amounted to a civilian defense
Baltic republics. In May 1986, there
were two principal tasks: to seal the operation. In October 1986, when
damaged reactor with a concrete reporters from Latvia were permitted
encasement and to deactivize a zone to visit Chornobyl for the first time,
(Continued on page 2)
that was designated somewhat ar
bitrarily — as Dr. VeHkhov admitted
1. See, for example, Izvestiya, Ja
— at 30 kilometers.
nuary 15, 1987; and Robitnycha Hazeta,
16, 1987.
In his testimony before the U.S. January
2. Associated Press, January 21, I987.
Senate Labor Committee in January
3. Toomas lives, "Estonians Help At
1987, Dr. Velikhov revealed that the Chernobyl," R A D Background/122
size of the clean-up crew was 40,000 (Radio Free Europe), September 10,
to 50,000 persons, made up primarily 1986.
of workers from other Soviet nuclear
4. Moscow News, March 8, 1987.
by David Marples
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A GLIMPSE OF SOVIET REAUJY

Shcherbytsky on ndtionaiism, religion
by Roman Solchanyk
The "principled and open exchange
of views about intensifying reconstruc
tion and improving work with cadres"
that is said to have taken place at the
recent plenum of the Central Commit
tee of the Communist Party of Ukraine
was continued at a unusual "discussion"
at the Central Committee in Kiev. The
meeting - held on March 25, the last
day of the plenum — was attended by all
members and candidate members of the
Ukrainian Politburo, all first secretaries
of 0bIast party committees, and all
heads of the Central Committee depart
ments.
Perhaps even more unusual is the fact
that Ukrainian party leader Voiodymyr
Shcherbytsky made more than a pass
ing reference to two closely interrelated
issues: nationalism and religion.
The remarks were made in the con
text of the alleged activities of "foreign
centers of sabotage" which, according
to the Ukrainian party first secretary,
have recently focused their "ideological
sabotage against socialism mainly on
questions tied to national relations and
religion." In view of these develop
ments, the party officials were told to
keep a careful watch over the interpre
tation of historical events and persona
lities in the republic:
"This obligates party committees to
maintain a principled position in those
cases where attempts are made to treat
past events and the ro1e of individual
historieari ^per50r>ageS' tendentiotisly,
from non-class positions, and [at
tempts] to project the 'merits' of one's
own nation."
The participants in the meeting were
also instructed to "come out decisively
against manifestations of national nar
row-mindedness; strengthen the friend
ship of representatives 0faII nations and
nationalities that live in the republic;
inculcate a respectful attitude towards
their national feelings; and take into
greater consideration the objective
,process of internationalization, mutual
interaction and mutual enrichment of
cultures."
**The international upbringing of
people," said Mr. Shcherbytsky,
"should always be at the center of
attention of party committees."
The Ukrainian party leader also had
some criticism and advice for those
responsible for atheist propaganda in
Ukraine:
"Nor is complacency permissible in
questions of atheistic work. Party
organizations are not always aware of
the real situation, do not sufficiently
utilize the individual approach [with
believers], and their work with believing
families is weak. National and religious
feelings require a special approach,
delicacy and tact."
At the same time, "any attempts to
utilize them [national and religious
feelings] for anti-societal purposes
should be cut short."
Several observations are in order.
First, one is struck by the fact that,
luider conditions when "restructuring''
and *!'new thinking*' have been declared
Ihe order of the day, the Ukrainian
|1arty leader has limited himself to a
vapid restatement of theses and posi
tions already aired by General Secrelary Mikhail Gorbachev, not to men
tion his immediate predecessors.
Second, Mr, Shcherbytsky's remarks
come at a time when the Ukrainian
intelUgentsia has been engaged in the
most open and crijtical discussion of the
national question since the early I%0s

or perhaps even the 1920s. Yet, his
remarks on the subject yield the im-.
pression that they were formulated in a
vacuum. Judging from what Mr. Shcher
bytsky said - or rather, did not say
— it seems that the party leadership in
Kiev is not interested in addressing the
issues raised by the intelligentsia.
Finally, it should be noted that a very
specific kind of double standard ap
pears to be taking shape in the Soviet
Union on nationality issues in general
and specifically on questions of what is
and what is not a legitimate part of the
historical legacy of the Russians, on the
one hand, and that of the non-Russians,
on the other.
Thus, in a recent article in Pravda
that appeared under the rubric "Ques
tions of Theory," corresponding mem
ber of the USSR Academy of Sciences
P. Volobuyev informs his readers that
*4he October Revolution began by
correcting a fatal and, it seems, inevi
table procession of events for our
country — it saved Russia from a
national catastrophe ... At the same
time, the military defeats, having under
mined the military defensive potential
of Russia, made real the danger of
losing her national independence and
territorial integrity."
Although the author goes on to
describe the blessings that the October
Revolution provided the non-Russians
in the Soviet Union, including the
dubious right to national self-determi
nation, it should be obvious that not all
of Pravda's readers can be expected to
share his enthusiasm for the fact that in
19I7 the Russian Empire emerged more
or less territorially intact. Presumably,
there are some Ukrainians, Byelorus
sians and representatives of other
nations who think otherwise. Some
how, the author has lost sight of Mr.
Gorbachev's and Mr. Shcherbytsky's
strictures regarding the need for utmost
sensitivity on nationality-related issues.
Another recent article in Pravda by
another corresponding member of the
SSR Academy of Sciences, 0 . Trubachev, argues that the Russian nation, in
spite of all of its sacrifices and achieve
ments, has not been given due recogni
tion. 1ndeed, says Mr. Trubachev, anti
Russian sentiment is on the rise in the
West, and in the Soviet Union itself the
Russian proclivity for modesty borders
at times on self-deprecation.
A case in point, according to the
author, is the established practice of
avoiding the word "Russian" in the
context of early East Slavic language
and literature, inasmuch as it was a
shared phenomenon that included
Ukrainians and Byelorussians. This is
incorrect maintains Mr. Trubachev:^To
begin calling this early period of lan
guage and literature Ancient East Slavic
would mean, in fact, to rename it."
"Our Ukrainian and Byelorussian
colleagues should not be concerned for
the past of their languages and literary
traditions: they have been and remain
common with the Russian," he noted.
Mr. Trubachev's position seems to be
that, yes, we are talking about the same
thing but let's call it Russian instead of
something else. Further in his article
Mr. Trubachev argues for the predomi*
nance of the Russian language in the
Soviet Union not on practical grounds
— i.e., as a convenient vehicle for
internationality communication, but
because of its greater "cultural in
fluence." The equality of nations and
languages in the Soviet Union is indis
putable, he itiairitains, bi1t it should not
(Cbintinued 61і page 13)
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Dissecting...
(Continued from page 1)
they revealed that those involved in
work around the fourth reactor were
putting their lives at grave risk. They
gave the example of one group
cleaning up the roof of the reactor.
Elsewhere it had been explained that
in order to remove debris from the
area, sappers were brought in to blast
a hole in the roof. Then the Latvian
squad, which included 16-year-old
student volunteers, had to race up to
the top of the 20-story building, fling
shovelfuls of debris through the hole
in the roof, and run down the stairs.^
Sometimes acts of similar bravery
have been widely praised, even when
they appear foolhardy. Viktor Zavedy, the team leader of concrete
pump operators at the Ignalina
nuclear station (an RBMK 1500) in
Lithuania worked in the Chornobyl
area for three months, and it was said
of him that he "could work
for two hours [in a zone] where
presence was limited to no more than
30 minutes."^ In the outer regions of
the special zone, the press has cited
meetings bemoaning the failture to
provide clean-up workers with pro
tective clothing, shower facilities and
adequate housing. At the same time,
it was stressed that there was no
question of replacing them with
"new volunteers," since new workers
would have to be retrained in the
techniques of decontamination all
over again,^
These workers were asked initially
to remove 10 centimeters of conta
minated topsoil, which was then
loaded onto trucks and stored in
metal containers. Others were re
portedly involved with hosing down
streets and pumping contaminated
water out of local reservoirs. The
most difficult tasks of all were those
concerned with erecting the sarco
phagus [concrete encasement] over
and around the damaged unit.^
The March CIA-DIA report on
the impact of the Chornobyl accident
on the Soviet economy has noted
that "the potential death rate due to
radiation-induced cancer among
those involved in the clean-up is
double that of the evacuees."^
Dr. David Marples, research asso
ciate at the Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies at the University
of Alberta, is the author of "Cher
nobyl and Nuclear Power in the
USSR," published in 1986 by St.
Martin's Press. He is now working
on an updated second edition of the
book.
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The exact amount of exposure to
high levels of radiation in terms of
man-rems per worker will probably
never be known. However, one of the
articles in the Estonian newspaper
Noorte Haal noted that one man had
tried to raise his readings to a dose of
"over 20 roentgens" in order that he
might be sent home.'0 On June, 1986,
it was revealed that the figure of 25
rems per worker had been esta
blished, but it seems certain that this
rate was raised again over the sum
mer (the work had begun at 10 rems
per worker). The Estonian reservists
were scheduled to return home by
November 6, but it is not known
whether this occurred. (Clearly se
veral nationality groups must have
been involved to bring the figure for
workers to 40,000 to 50,000.)
The question arises whether the
clean-up operation at Chornobyl had
to take p1ace under such difficult
conditions. Workers labored 12- to
14-hour days for the six months, with
two days rest per month. As has been
stated frequently, the Chornobyl
Raion is one of the least productive
agricultural regions of Ukraine: an
area dominated by peat bogs and
swamps, and checkered by pine
forests. The most significant crop is
potatoes, while most of the state and
collective farms in the region are
concerned primarily with dairy cattle
breeding. As a member of the State
Committee for the UtiUzation of
Atomic Energy explained recently:
"I have heard the view: we have
sealed off the damaged reactor. Now
we must wait. Our country is vast,
and we are already coping somehow
without the land of the Chornobyl
region."''
In short, some Soviet citizens feel
that the whole area could be aban
doned without a significant impact
on the country's or republic's agri
cultural economy.
Next week: the environmental effects,
5. Central News Desk, Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty, citing Literatura un Maksla, October 31,I 986, and an
unspecified issue (but probably of the
same date) of the Latvian Komsomol
daily, Padomju Jaunatne.
6. News From Ukraine, January 1987,
No. 3, p. 2.
7. Robitnycha Hazeta, October 24,
I986; and Pravda, September 2, 1986.
8. Dzintra Bungs, "Reservists Help At
Chernobyl," Baltic Area SR/4 (Radio
Free Europe), July 18, 1986.
9. RFE/RL Special, March 27, 1987.
10. Cited in lives, op. cit.
11. Robitnycha Hazeta, March 17,
I987.
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Sobibor film protested in Chicago
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Linnas c/eporfafion fo USSR
sets dangerous legal precedent
by Natalia A. Feduschak
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The depor
tation of accused Nazi war criminai
Karl Linnas to the Soviet Union on
April 20 sets a "very important prece
dent" that may encourage similar action
to be taken against other emigres,
according to Mari-Ann Rikken, vice
president of the Coalition for Consti
tutional Justice and Security (CCJS).
"I see a whole bunch of other people
in the pipeHne who will be shipped out.
There will be one Linnas case after
another, but others will be more diffi
cult to deport. The American people
will begin to question what they (go
vernment officials) are doing," Ms.
Rikken said.

Chicagoans picket the 1ocaI CBS studios.
by Marianna Liss
older people picketed every day at noon
for the rest of the week.
CHICAGO - For five days, Ukrai
One woman had come to the demon
nian organizations in Chicago picketed strations every day on her lunchtime.
the local CBS affiliate, WBBM-TV. The She said her employer had made some
Ukrainian Congress Committee of derogatory remarks about East Euro
America, Illinois Division, in coopera peans, but despite her fear of his
tion with the Ukrainian American Justice reaction she felt the treatment of Ukrai
Committee organized protests for April nians was getting out of hand. "It is time
^
c 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15 against the TV to act," she said,
Ukrainian Catholic Deacon And^rij
; film, "Escape from Sobibor," which
community leaders said slandered Onuferko of Ss. Volodymyr and 01ha
Ukrainians and was historically inaccu Ukrainian Catholic Church, who parti
cipated in the demonstrations and
rate.
In interviews protesters said they ob informal meetings with CBS admi
jected to the docu-drama's repeated nistrators, stated that the camp guards
identification of the death camp guards were always identified as Ukrainians so
as Ukrainians. Without any historical that at no time in the script or in the
background, Ukrainian community actors' lines was the word guard us^d
members feared that the average viewer without pinpointing his nationality. He
would associate Ukrainians with Nazis. pointed out that there were many na
In the program the word "Ukrainian" tionalities working as guards in the
or the phrase "Ukrainian guard" was Sobibor camp.
Dr. Taras Hunczak, a scholar of East
used 13 times in spoken lines and over
90 times in the edited script handed out European history at Rutgers University
who
was in town for a lecture tour and a
to school children as part of a reading
program. In contrast, the word "Ger TV interview, believes there were cases
of ethnic misnomers. When he had
man" was used three times.
interviewed a survivor of the Sobibor
Some 1З0 people showed up at the death camp, he asked how the witness
Saturday, April 10, demonstration, and knew that the guards in the camp were
20 to 30 young professionals and a few Ukrainian. "The witness answered that
he knew because the guards spoke
Russian," said Dr. Hunczak. There are
other
researchers who have evidence to
In the story on the non-Jewish vic
indicate
that such misrepresentations
tims of the Holocaust that appeared in
last week's issue, Dr. Bohdan Vitvitsky are common.
With such arguments Ukrainian
stated that the press had not been
invited to attend the conference. Ac leaders, including the outgoing president
cording to Sam Eskenozi of the U.S. of the UAJC, the Rev. Peter Galadza,
Holocaust Memorial Council, the press approached local CBS administrators
was invited and encouraged to attend.
(Continued on page 13)

Correction

Philadelphians
by Helena Kozak

picket CBS
nians Inc. Protesters represented a
cross-section of the Ukrainian commu
nity, with a11 age grpups and members
of just about all local Ukrainian or
ganizations participating.
Many of the demonstrators came
prepared with their own posters aitd
banners, and chanted various slogans
during the demonstration. WCAU is
located on a six-lane avenue, with a
traffic light at the corner, which gave the
demonstrators considerable exposure.
The demonstration generated a lot of
interest and pa3sing motojists s1owed

PHILADELPHIA - Over 1З0
people demonstrated before the CBS
affiliate WCAU-TV here on Sunday,
April 12, protesting prejudice in the
Chrysler Gorp.-sponsored film "Escape
from Sobibor."
The script of the docu-drama was
sent to schools nationwide that parti
cipate in the CBS Television Reading
Program.
The demonstration was covered by
WCAU-TV, WCAU raIdio, KYW ra
j : dio and the Philaderpfii;a In^ufr(^^. Tfee
J demonstration was joj3^anized^Kv ЯЙе . - ?^п^Ш ^ | Г ^ Ж
; Tigftts, be|eed ШеіКШпГЙк^ #1ced:|0
^ ^ti ш Ш і й ї ї ^ Й І Й Ш 8 Г ^ ї А ^
ricans Against Defamation of Ukrai the: d^t^iM^st^'^drfthib^sidavmrii!d
on the traffic island.

Mr. Linnas, who faces the death
sentence as an alleged Nazi war criminal
who commanded a concentration camp
Tartu, Estonia,
in Wor1d War П is
the first person to be deported to the
Soviet Union against his will He was
tried, convicted and sentenced to death
in absentia in the Soviet Union in 1962.
In 1984, Feodor D. Fedorenko chose to
be sent to the Soviet Union after losing a
legal battle against deportation. The
results of Mr. Linnas' trial were pub

lished three weeks before the trial was
comp1eted.
The precedent Mr. Linnas' deporta
tion sets is important, Ms. Rikken
stated in a telephone interview on April
22. "There are two things that stand out.
The first is that the United States is
giving in to Soviet blackmail. The
Soviets wanted Linnas. The thinking
was, Tf we don't give Linnas, they may
not cooperate with us any more.' The
second thing is that it's a tremendous
blow to the human-rights movement,"
Ms. Rikken said.
The move gives a "message to hu
man-rights activists in the Soviet Union
that Soviet justice is acceptable here (in
the U.S.)." It also gives the message that
the government doesn't care about the
experiences of those who emigrated to
the United States, Ms. Rikken noted.
Furthermore, the deportation of Mr.
Linnas also makes a mockery of the
U.S. judicial system and the principles
on which the и„8„ wais fouftded:''*r%he
govehimeht) manipulated' the 1k\^ Ї0
Achieve certain political ends; they
manipulated our constituion," she
added.
The media is not without Ь1ате,
however. "The media inflated him into a
(Continued on page 14)

Federa/Judge rules Nazi camp guard
was ''equally a victim of the time''
:: ^;^cmj^^rfi

/m^m)is'ming ou^ide'^orymgi:(afDdB)r1we
ti0n judge has blocked the deportation found out about the decision," Mrs.
of a 63-year-old Ukrainian exile who, Petke stated.
the judge said, was wrongly accused of
She said her husband could have
persecuting Jews in a Nazi slave labor faced deportation proceedings because
camp during Wor1d War 11.
he spoke out in his brother's defense.
1mmigration Judge 0. John Brahos Judge Brahos warned Mr. Petke during
declared that Leonid Petkiewytsch, a a hearing last year that the government
construction worker who has lived in might use his statements against him.
suburban Cincinnati since emigrating in
"We were pretty scared that the go
1955, was "equally a victim of the time" vernment might do something. Now,
as the 2,000 prisoners in the camp, they might not and we're relieved," Mrs,
according to The (Cleveland) Plain .''Petke: said:- .^-: .-:.^^":::/.'w. r,j.s:,^;,
Dealer.
Mr. Petke; wh5 becanie d naturalised
The judge stated Mr. Petkiewytsch citizen 27 years ago, shorteired hi^ name
told a "credible" story of a "reign of because people had trouble spelling the
terror" that shattered life in rural, pre original, the Plain Dealer reported.
war Poland.
The Justice Department's Office of
During a two-week trial last April, Special 1nvestigations was the govern
Mr. Petkiewytsch and his twin brother ment body that brought the case against
George Petke, also from Cincinnatti, Mr. Petkiewytsch. The case started in
testified that they were forced to work 1982 when Mr. Petkiewytsch applied
as guards at the Nazi Kiel-Hasse forced for U.S. citizenship. On the form, he
labor camp, the Plain Dealer reported. said he had been a Gestapo guard and
The brothers said they were told they been accused of war crimes by Britain.
would be shot if they did not follow The government, in seeking deportation,
orders. Both were in their 20s when they said that Mr. Petkiewytsch had falsely
arrived at the camp in northern Ger sworn he had never been arrested or
many. They said they never beat any imprisoned for war crimes when he
one. Their jobs were to march inmates applied to enter the U.S. in 1955. The
to work in town and oversee the clean OS1 is expected to appeal.
ing of barracks.
Mr. Petkiewytsch was detained by
The brothers stated they willingly let the British for 34 months after World
the Germans transport them to Ger War 11 and then exonerated, according
many in late 1944 because their father, a to his lawyer, Walter S. Junewick.
former officer in the tsar's army, was "There was no evidence he ever perse
mayor of Kholm in Ukraine. Their cuted anyone," he said.
family f1ed the village in 1944 just
Mr. Petkiewytsch has a certificate
ahead of the Soviet аг411у.
from British authorities wh6 liberated
1n his, decision, the judge wrot^ that the camp-clearifig^ Мш^ Mi^; Jun^(^tek
he believed the brothers when they said stated; The сОііійіаікіеі^ trflCfi*Hk^e
they did not willingly aid the Nazis. was hanged for w^Hcrimes a11d'I3
"The court finds that (Leonid's) testi others were imprisoned^ Mr. Junewtek
mony is credible as well as his twin added.
.
brother and worthy of belief."
According to the Plain Dealer, L1.S.
"The Nazi government's reign of officials said they nevfer heard of the
terror infected all levels of life, both in camp until Mr. Petkiewytsch applied
Germany and in the occupying terri for citizenship, The camp held 2,000
tories," Judge Brahos wrote.
Poles, Ukrainians, Russians and Jews.
.^MTJ ^Pe^kiewytsch wp^ld 110t сот- Inmates cteaned up rubble aftetAmed
щег)|,щ,фе5|^іаі1^, but,^ sktejhin-law, ^bohfibing MteLtks'oW the poft^f Kiel; a
Hannejare Petke, spoke/or the fan^ily, , Шrшanї>nafvУ 1^se./^ * ^ v ^ ^^ ?^ c
the Plkih Dealer герогIе#У''
Some 550 people died in the camp of
"1 cannot tell you how we feel. We starvation and executions.
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Michigan congressman is recognized
for outstanding human-rights record

Bohdan Koziy case and war crimes
cases in general, as well as their ramifi
NEW YORK - Speakers at an April cations for the Ukrainian community.
12 panel titled ^^SI, Soviet 'evidence'
Dr. Zarycky discussed the use of
and so-called war criminals" characte disinformation by the Soviets and their
rized the escalating defamation of agents, particularly Soviet front organi
Ukrainians as '*psychological warfare" zations in the West.
and likened the Office of Special 1nves
1n opening the program, Yuriy
tigations and KGB to "a giant law firm Priatka, president of the New York
with offices in Washington and Mos branch of TUSM, alluded to the Soviet
cow," whose goal is the destruction of regime's motive in hunting so-called
Ukrainian and other East European na war criminals of Ukrainian back
tionalists.
ground, namely, to "blacken the name
The afternoon program, organized by of the entire Ukrainian national move
the Ukrainian Students Association of ment, the names Stepan Bandera and
Mykola Michnowsky (TUSM), drew Yaroslav Stetsko.,.and the entire Ukrai
almost 200 Ukiamians to the Ukrainian nian nation."
Liberation Front Building here on Se
Mr. Lozynskyj spoke forcefully about
cond Avenue\ The panel consisted of Bo- the dangers of the OSLs cooperation
zhena 01shaniwsky, president of Ame with the KGB and warned Ukrainians
ricans for Human Rights in Ukraine of the OSI's intentions. "If you paint a
(AHRU). Askold Lozynskyj, a New picture of the OSI and KGB as one giant
Rep. David E. Bonior of Michigan (left) receives award in recognition of his
York attorney, and Dr^ Wolodymyr law firm that wants to hang you, then
human-rights activity from Lubomyr Lypeckyj, president of the Ukrainian
Zarycky, New York University history you will have the right understandingpf
Selfreliance Federal Credit Union in Detroit.
professpr.
them," he asserted.
where he served two terms. In a land
by Stephen M. Wichar
^Mrs;n Ql^aniwsiKy .focused on the
He said the OS1, contrary to its stated
slide victory in 1976 he became a U.S.
misrepresentation of Ukrainian3s^ in th^ objectives, does not merely want to rid
WARREN, Mich. - "The Soviet congressman. After a short stint in the
media, legal improprieties in the John the United States of accused war cri
Union may be able to control the powerless House Rules Committee, he
Demjanjuk case, and AHRU's actions minals but wants to make sure, "at all
on these issues, while Mr. Lozynskyj costs," that they are sent to the USSR. territory of Ukraine and it may be able emerged as the chief deputy majority
examined the legal complexities of the
"The U.S. government wants to to dictate the daily pattern of living, but whip in the current congressional
deport these people to the Soviet it will never be able to win the hearts and session, the highest appointive leader
Union," he said, in exchange for more minds of people who are fiercely de ship position attained by anyone of
witnesses and documents with which voted to individual freedom. No amount Ukrainian background.
While serving in Congress, David
the OSI can continue its Nazi-hunting of repression, humiliation, or inde
cency can rob our brothers and sisters of Bonior was successful in legislative
process.
activities
concerning issues suchas Viet
He was critical of the U.S. Justice their desire for independence — that
Department's acceptance of Soviet- keeps them going and we must keep nam vetera,ns, environmervtal pro^
TRENTON -^ Under the auspices of
supplied evidence, which he irnplied was. 5сиIщ,:",said U.S. Congressman David , gramsj,' tax rrform and forеЩ p^lic^
pl^bQxganizalit:)ns jQtf the U k rain^ian
?аЬгісаіН'аЩ, theref9^"pnrel1able. .| E: ІШШ* 1[D-12thT^iStricffMithigati): ^ btrt^i^fort^^!!es iIt the агеГдМійіай
Ciberation Fcopt, tbe..^kra!11^n ^09,111^
1 - fAd^^t^d^tidB ^f|tl^ unreliability' 'UsirKg" the foregoing statements as his rights. His Ukrainian rools surfaced
ipunity here drf Sikniida^,\Mareh :8;
of depositions taken in the USSR, he masthead in anr( address to a sell-out 'Very d^mina^tly when he had the
commemorated the 80th anniversary of
/: 4e^ribedthe atmosphere in which one audience of Ukrainians during the courage of denounce the Washington
the birth and the 37th annivesafy of the
paTticular witness, a man named Ilkov- annual banquet of the Ukrainian Self bureaucracy for its bungling of the
cleath of the Iate commander-irt-chief of
:c
& ^ Z^' Л
:: sky, testified against Mr. Koziyv At th# reliance Federa|,#iediJ^llu!on of De Medvid affair.
ttee Ukrainian Insurgent Arrny (TJPAJ,
As an acknowledgement of Rep.
ex
deposition proj:;eedings, said Mr. troit on Мдаір:||;;^'^Щ^
Gen. Rpmaa,Shukhevych - Taras
\ Ч^о^ЩіЩЩ^ there \N^r4't^^ Wrn^icai hibited a^ptMffinding grasp^|Ukrai- Uonior's distinguished carder ih^ the
Chupr^^nkaJ" - . ^ V'...' - ^'
^ ^^ ^ ^''
political sector and hailing hini a^
";ЯI-'
officials, one Soviet translator and ifive nian is!|M,:V
, Msgr. Basil Makuch, pastor of St..
HeJ | | | a n with the MyroslavW|dvid "chatnpion of humaTi rights'," Lubomyr
Soviet procurators. "Gbuld Ilkbvsky
Josephat's Ukrainian Catholic Church,
really haVe takeh-the iiiitiative andtpld incident when he testified in thepilor's Lypeckyjv president of the Selfre:liance
Qelebrated a divine Hturgy and served a
behaffiJHe covered important a s ^ t s of Credit Union, presented the congress
the truth?-he asked'Thetoi^ically.
^4?ііі%і^І\?гЛ5Ш?5І^Iс^%^^Н!і
man with an achievernent plaque on
^^^fctordftig t6^ Mr. Lozynskyj, the human righls!^tls\^s^^^^^
.....ф^Р98^ї)кю^д/ в^Ь;-^^;гМог.Л
U.S. Justice Department accepted two Helsinki Conference, the Great Famine, behalf of the board of directors and the
,embQfs. pfj the /Trentpn, branch of
entire
membership.
Soviet documents regarding Mr. Койу Stalin% terror directed against
the Ukrainian American Youth Assor.
The inscription had the following
on the condition that these documents Ukrainians in the 1930s and 4()s, the
ciation (SUM-A) took part in the
be signed by the Soviet archivist. Mr. conflict with Hitler's Nazi Germany message: "The 1987 Recogniti6n Award
services in their uniforms and formed an
Lozynskyj contended that the archivist with losses of lives in the millions, was presented to the Honorable David
honor guard with their organization's
is a KGB agent and a consul at the religious persecution, Russificatii|n of E. Bonior in honor of his outstanding
flag and th^ red and b1ack Ukrainian
Ukraine, and diseriniinatiQn of епІр1ау- human-rights record and defending
Soviet Embassy in Washington.
revolutionary flag. Л4епіЬег8 of the
human dignity and individual freedom
"'''^"'" ' ' "
While on the^^ubject of fabric1ated ment.Trenton Branch of the Organizatipn for
The congressttian asserted that "we throughout the wor1d, especially in
the Defense of Four Freedoms for evidence, he advi^ed Ukrainians to be often hear about the 6 million Jews who Ukraine."
Ukraine also took part in the honor extremely careful if called for any kind perished during Wor1d War II, but how
The annual meeting arid banquet for
of hearinigs by the Inimigration and
guard,
about Ukrainians who lost three times 1987 was well balanced and successfu1l
During his sermon, Msgr. Makuch Nafiiraliz^tion Service, He warned that this number during the same period.sV 1n his presidential repbrt, Mr. Lypeckyj
outlined the importance of Gen. Chu- the U.S. releases inforihation from Rep. Bonior added that the Speaker of
(Continued on page 15)
prynka who gave his life: Jfpr his natipn. these hearings to the Soviets, wh6"in the House Jim Wright was taking a
, '
,''—^^^
.
',::r
T-;
turn Use the informatioh to "find
After the church services^ there was a
congressional delegation to. the Soviet
witnesses in your town."
gathering in thet parish center to honor
"They may ask у^ои what town you Union in a few weeks. In respect to the
Gen. Chuprynka. The stage was deep
disproportionate number of political
rated with the Ukrainian revolutionary are fromf who your parents are. You prisonersTwho are Ukrainian, Rep.
flag, the UPA emblem and a portrait of don4 need to answer these questions. Bonior has personally asked the^speaker
Gen. Chuprynka. Under the portrait АIГуои need to do is tell them your to make these feelings known to Ge
NEW YORK - The 0me1an and
stood a table covered in Ukrainian n^me and show your citizenship papers neral Secretary Mikhail Gdrbachev^r
Tatiana Antonovych Foundation an^
embroidery and topped with a vase of - nothing else," he said.
nounced
the winners of its I986 prizes
A virtual unknown in the Ukrainian
Like Mr/Lozyriskyj, Mrs. 01shaniw
flowers, bQth courtesy of Maria Karcommunity, Rep. Bonior has Ukrainian for Ukrainian literature and Ukrainian
sky
Charged
that
\)krainiaris
and
bther
dasz.
-.-;.-- ^yh
East Europeaiis accused of war roots. His maternal grandparents, studies^ respectively, Natalia Livyckat
Mych^lo Dziubas asked those pre
crimes are being denied due process or bearing the name of GavrelUk, emi Cholodna for her collection, "Poems
sent for a moment of; silence to hpnor
the right to a fair trial. She said Mr. grated at the turn of the century from Old and New," and Bohdan Krawthe щешргу of Gen; /Ch1uprynka. Aft1er^
chenko for his study, "Social Change
Demjanjuk was denieel the right to be Kiev and Halychyna.
wards, Taras Laszyn, a young member
and National Consciousness in 20th
considered innocent until proven guilty
Born, in 1945, he is a product of Century Ukraine."
of SUM-A recited a poem about Taras
when he was "tried and convicted in the Hamtramck and East Detroit. A gra
Chuprynka. The main speaker was
The winners were selected by an
U.S. media."
duate of the University of Iowa with a
Michael A. Dziubas who outlined Gen.
He also did not enjoy the legal major in political science, he also awards committee comprising John
Chuprynka's life of struggle.
safeguards a defendant would have in acquired a master's degree in California Fizer (Rutgers University), Jaroslaw
Concluding the commemoration,
criminal court proceedings, she said. while serving in the U.S. Air Force Pelenski (University of Iowa), Bohdan
Mychajlo Dziubas thanked Msgr. Ma
Rubchak (University of IlHnois, Chi
Mr. Demjanjuk and others accused of during the Vietnam conflict.
kuch for serving the Divine Liturgy and
cago) and Roman Szporluk (Michi
war crimes are tried in civil court
He
has
two
children,
Andrew
and
Panakhyda, thanked those who took
gan).
proceedings for denaturalization and J u H e . - , s y ^.:;^-. . , , . - ..^.;.v-:^
part in the commemoration and asked
The awards presentati6n ceremony
deportation, ahd thus are 1i6t entitled to,
all present to sing the Ukrainian na
1n 1972, Rep/ Bonior waselected to took place April 11 at the Ukraihian
iCoirtinued on page 15)
tional anthem.
Г
the Michigan House of Representatives 1nstitute of America in New York City.
by Ksenia Jowyk

Trenton groups
honor UFA leader

Antonovycl) prize
winners announced '

No. ^^
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UNA district committee
Perth Am boy
PERTH AMBOY, N.J. - The an
nual meeting of the Perth Amboy UNA
District Committee was called to order
here on Sunday, March 29, by Chair
man Michael Zacharko. A total of 21
persons, including representatives of
UNA Branch 26, 104, 155, 168, 349,353
and 372, attended.
Also in attendance was UNA Su
preme Advisor William J. Pastuszek,
UNA Fraternal Activities Coordinator
Andre Worobec and sales representa
tive Michael Stecyna.
Mr. Zacharko then opened the meet
ing with a prayer and the assembly was
requested to remain standing for a
moment of silence to honor all the
victims of the Chornobyl nuclear dis
aster in Ukraine and a1! deceased fromi
the Perth Amboy District.

meetings

The assembly elected a presidium to
conduct the annual meeting; Stephan
Zacharko, chairman, and Sofia Lonyshyn, secretary. The minutes of the
preceding meeting were read and ac
cepted as presented.
The district's chairman, secretary,
treasurer and auditors then presented
their reports, and after brief discussion,
they were accepted.
The election of district committee
officers took place and the following
were voted in: Mr. Zacharko, chairman;
Mrs. Lonyshyn, secretary; John Babyn,
treasurer. All of the auditors were re
elected.
Mr. Zacharko then took over the
meeting and asked for continued coope
ration from his district. He stated that in
1986 the district had reached only 37
(Continued on page 12)

Supreme Advisor Williaim Pastuszek (second from right) presents check to Michael
Zacharko. Looking on are SoIla Lonyshyn and John Babyn.

Rochester
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - The annual
meeting of the Rochester UNA District
Committjee was held here at the Ukrai
nian National Home on Saturday,
March 28, at 4 p.m. Thirty delegates
representing the Rochester area bran
ches were present.
Walter Hawrylak, district chairman,
called the meeting to order, welcomed
everyone and asked for nominations for
the presidium which was to conduct this
meeting during elections of a new s1ate
of officers.
It was resolved that Mr. Hawrylak
Walter Hawrylak
act as chairman during the elections and
that Dmytro Prystay act as the secre Auditing Committee, reported that his
tary of the meeting. The minutes of the committee had conducted the annual
prior meeting were read by Mr. Prystay audit and found books of records in
and were accepted.
order. He asked that those presefit
Mr. Hawrylak then ^ v e his report express a vote of thanks to the out
for 1986. He reminded a11 that 1986 was going officers.
a convention year and that the district
The following were elected as officers
had held four meetings during the year. for 1987: Mr. Hawrylak, chairman;
He stated that the district worked hard Petro Dziuba, vice-chairman; Mr.
for the convention and to organize the Prystay, secretary; Mr. Prymak, trea
quota of new members assigned to it. surer; Mary Sweryda, Mary KowalHe thanked those presem for helping to chuk, members of the board;
elect him as a supreme advisor.
Auditing Committee members are:
Mr. Hawrylak also reported that Michael Malinowsky, Wasyl PopoBranch 2I7 in Rochester had spon wych and Petro Lescyshyn.
sored a trip to the Main Office during
John 6 . Flis,^ UNA supreme presi
the last summer and that the trip was very
successful. He asked if it would not bt dent, was called upon to speak, He
better if the district liad planned a presented a check for S273 to the district
committee as an award for its organiz
similar trip.
ing accomplishments in the year 1986.
Mr. Prystay rendered a report as Mr. Flis congratulated the Rochester
secretary of the district. He noted that District Committee for surpassing its
he was present at all meetings and that annual quota of 90. The district had
two articles were printed in Svoboda at organized 10З new members — 51 of
his request.
which were organized by Branch 217
Stefan Prymak, the treasurer of the (Mr. Prymak, secretary); 34 having
district, rendered his report and con been organized by Mr. Hawrylak, and
cluded that the district.had 5977 in the eight having been organized by A.
Skibjcky. Others organized members in
treasury at year's end.
,
(Contimfed on page И)
Mr. Malinowsky, as chairman of the

Buffalo
BUFFALO, N.Y. - The meeting of
the Buffalo UNA District Committee
was held at the Ukrainian American
Citizens' Center on March 29. It was
opened by Roman Konotopsky, district
chairman.
"We hit a new low last year, "declared
Mr. Konotopsky. "We only achieved 33
percent of our assigned quote of new
members. Buffalo was a high unem
ployment rate and the city had lost
much of its population. This is the main
reason we weren't able to enro1l more
members than we did."
Mr. Konotopsky then pointed out
that the district committee was not
involved in any separate activities but
did try "to strengthen the activities of
the local Ukrainian community in every
way possible."
After the reports of other officers, the
members present voted to accept all
reports and give the old executive a vote
of confidence. Elected to the new
executive were: Mr. Konotopsky, chair
man; Basil Sharwan, first vice-chair
man; Zenon Bednarsky, second vice
chairman; Basil Sywenky, secretary;
and Maria Harawus, treasurer.
UNA Supreme Vice-President My
ron B. Kuropas spoke next, pointing to
some "bad news" and "good news."
"The bad news," he stated, "is that
we're losing members every year,

Roman Konotopsky
dropping below the 2,000 new member
mark last year for the first time since the
1950s. The good news is that we're
developing more competitive policies
and training a professional sales force
that will help branch secretaries become
more effective;."
: /
The financial report that followed
evoked many questions, which Dr.
Kuropas answered. A number of local
UNA activists participated in the dis
cussion which followed Dr. Kuropas'
remarks.
Mr. Hawryluk said he was happy that
the UNA was finally developing a
portfolio of better insurance policies.
Mr. Pashkiwsky dwelled upon what
(Continued on page 12)

The Fraternal C6rner
by Andra J. Worobec
Fraternal Activities Coordinator

Applying fraternalism ... continued
In my last article I gave examples of
some ways a branch could become more
active. Some people lost sight of the
fact that we can be fraternal in sniall
ways.
We sometimes imagine ourselves as
"saviors of mankind." We pressure
ourselves to do great things and are
constantly frustrated when things don't
happen the way we imagined.
Most work can be done by aiming at
realistically achievable goals, doing
small things well. With proper planning,
these many small deeds can add up to
one or more great deeds. Almost every
big project can be broken down into
many small ones. By comp1eting each
small project, we eventually comp1ete a
big project.
Competition from other organizations

also. What are you to do? Why not help
the church with the collection, or make *
two collections, or increase the fre
quency of collections for this purpose.
Another idea woulid b^ to specialize
in the kinds of articles you collect, e.g.,
the church collects clothing, and your
branch collects Ukrainian books. 1f
your competitor organization is a youth
group, why not have the youth group
conduct a fund-raising campaign for
Ukrainians in Brazil, while your branch
collects clothes and books.
I know a youth group in a certain
parish that specialized in collecting used
eyeglasses, while another organization
collected clothing. The outcome: the
donors of the used eyeglasses didn4
miss them and the recipients of the
eyeglasses in Brazil, a p1ace where
eyeglasses are difficult to obtain, were
grateful for both the clothes and the
eyeglasses.

Your branch may be competing in a
certain activity with another organiza
tion, e.g. the church or one of its
organizations, a youth group, a Ukrai
What works in your branch? How
nian women's organization, etc. How have you overconie problems related to
do we handle that? The first thing I fraternal activity or lack of it? Please, let
would do is to talk with the leaders of us know. We invite you to forward your
the other organization and communi comments to the Fraternal Corner and
cate to them that you could share with share your ideas and exjyerieiices with
or join them in this particular activity. us.
^^'' ~ -^ '^' -- - ' ' -' -' ^'^''-''^
It is often the case that some mem
bers of the branch are also members of
the competing organization, or that you
are competing with members of another
Reminder: Send your nominations
UNA branch. Your branch and the (along with a summary of the candi
competing organization could do the date's activities) for the 1987 UNA
project jointly or cooperate to make it Fraternalist of the Year Award. The
more efficient.
deadline for the receipt of nominations
For ex am pi e, t he c h li r c h c о 1 і є c t s is June 30. Send them to: Fraternal
clothing for our needy people in Brazil. Activities Co6rdinator, UNA, 30 Mont
Your branch wants tb do*'this project gomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.
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Chomobyl, one year later

ACTION ITEM
Harrison Salisbury and Yevgeny Yevtushenko will be among the featured
guests at a "book and author luncheon" on May 7 at the Sheraton Hotel in
Stamford, Conn.
The choice of speakers for the luncheon, which is a fund-raiser for the
Ferguson Library, has illicited sharp criticism from local residents, who see
the inclusion of Messrs. Salisbury and Yevtushenko by library officials as an
affront to the American public.
Mr. Yevtushenko, a Soviet poet who has made frequent appearances in the
United States in the past two decades, is considered by many to have sold out
to the Soviet regime by "telling the party line" in his work.
Mr. Salisbury, a former Moscow correspondent for the New York Times,
downplayed the genocidal Ukrainian famine of 1932-33, during a panel
discussion that followed the airing of "Harvest of Despair" last fall on PBS.
Ukrainians from the tri-state area are urged to attend the luncheon and join
the protest being organized by Stamford Ukrainians. The luncheon cost is S2O
for members of the Friends of Ferguson Library and S30 for non-members.
Deadline for registration is May 1.
Fur further details call Dr. Myroslaw Dragan at (203) 357-0771.
______^__
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Faces and Places

1t was one year ago on April 26 that the No. 4 reactor at the Chornobyl
nuclear power station in northern Ukraine suffered the wor1d's worst nuclear
disaster, equal to and possibly surpassing the magnitude, it terms of radiation
emission, of the early atomic bombs dropped by the Americans on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki during Wor1d War II. The reactor exploded, according to the
relatively candid Soviet report to the 1nternational Atomic Energy Agency in
August I986, as a result of gross operator negligence and, as the Soviets later
admitted, due to flaws in the reactor design and defective materials.
To this date a debate continues among experts and non-experts as to the
human costs of this tragic disaster in terms of numbers 0factual casualties, as
well as future deaths, illnesses and possible genetic defects affecting the
population of the Soviet Union and Europe. The Soviets have maintained
that two men out of the 444 plant personnel on duty died in the explosions
that blew off the roof of the reactor; and 29 more, mostly firemen, other
rescuers and plant workers, out of the 203 they say were hospitalized with
thermal burns and acute radiation poisoning, died later. The West seems to
have accepted this official Soviet figure with little dispute, despite reports
from various sources of many, even thousands, more deaths — which should
have cast at least some doubt on the unbelievably low death to11 of 31. The
Soviets said they evacuated 135,000 people living within an arbitrarily
designated 18.5-mile area around the plant, including 90,251 Ukrainians,
some who lived as close as the town of Chornobyl, two miles away. The
evacuations reportedly didn't begin until 36 hours after the accident and in
some areas, not until one week later. These evacuees were undoubtedly
exposed to high levels of radiation not only from inhalation but from
consuming contaminated food products.
Soon after the evacuation, a crew numbering 40,000 to 50,000 persons was
conscripted for a massive clean-up operation, exposing that many more to
high radiation levels. These included personnel from other nuclear plants,
including highly trained engineers and specialists, some 388 coal miners and
mainly military reservists.
Reports, such as the recent testimony of Soviet emigre Ihor Gerashchenko
before the U.S. Helsinki Commission in which he claimed that 15,000 had
died in two Kiev hospitals, are impossible to verify, but should at least be
taken into account. With such a cynically low official death to11, the Soviets
have tried to minimize the human costs of the accident so that they can
continue their highly ambitious nuclear energy program. There is evidence to
this effect in the rush to restart the Chornobyl plant. In April 1987, one year
after the catastrophe, reactors 1 and 2 are back in operation and unit 3 is to be
fM^ditD ffiefHd b7Thfe Ш^^^^
construction is continuing
on units 5 and 6. There are reports in the Ukrainian press about problems at
other nuclear power plants, including stories on a "catastrophic state of
affairs" at a nuclear power plant being constructed in the Crimea, according
to Dr. David Marples, an expert on nuclear energy in the USSR.
Soviet cynicism extends toward the 18.5-mile evacuation zone around
Chornobyl, which the authorities apparently intend to make use of and
partially repopulate, according to Dr. Marples. Three villages on the border
of the zone (on the Ukrainian side) were never evacuated and two others,
Cheremoshne and Nivetskoe, were repopulated in June 1986, two months
after the disaster, says Dr. Marples. The authorities have apparently also
decided to start-up agricultural work this spring on at least half of the
lerrit]Opy of the ї 8 . 5 - т і к гопеV which they claim to have successfully
lecodlamJnated: Based on his readings of the Ukrainian press, Dr. Marples
states that the Soviets have exhibited a great reluctance to abandon the town
of Prypiat, which up until now has been depicted by the Western media as a
ghost town. As early as November 1986, a Soviet newspaper apparently
hinted that Prypiat would eventually be repopulated.
Although the Soviets claim their rush to reopen Chornobyl and bring life
back to normal is an effort on their part to reduce the impact of the Chornobyl
disaster in the minds of the general public, in reality this is meant to deceive
the population, which will suffer the effects of the accident in varying degrees
for years and, perhaps, generations.
The Soviet leadership's effort to minimize the human costs of the
Chornobyl accident and the apparent willingness to risk the lives of Soviet
citizens for appearances' sake reveals nothing short of a reckless disregard for
human life^^
^^___

^
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- submitted by Ksehia Jowyk
Ridgefield, Conn.

by Myron B. Kuropas

r/?e B\g Lie continues
Still another entry in the growing
library of apocrypha1 literature pub
lished during the current phase of the
unremitting Soviet campaign to defame
Ukrainian nationalists is the book
"Inside the League" by Scott and Jon
Lee Anderson.
Billed as a "shocking expose of how
terrorists, Nazis and Latin American
death squads have infiltrated the Wor1d
Anti-Communist League" (WACL),
"Inside the League" offers little that we
haven't read before in the Village Voice,
"American Swastika," "Quiet Neigh
bors," "The Belarus Secret" and "Sa
botage! The Secret War Against Ameri
ca." The Andersons simply rephrase
hoary Soviet disinformation regarding
anti-Communists, displaced persons,
and the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists (GUN).
Like Joe Conason, Charles Higham,
Allan Ryan, John Loftus, Michael
Sayers and Albert E. Kahn before them,
Scott and Jon Lee Anderson are part of
the Big Lie Network that has stalked
our community since the 1930s.
Although claiming not to be "soft on
Communism," the Andersons tip their
hand early in the book when they
suggest that anti-Communism is an
invention of the Nazis. "There is
nothing new about the Wor1d Anti
Communist League," they write. "Its
stated purpose, to form a united front
against communism, was first expostu
lated in Hitler's anti-Comintern policy."
During a 1986 radio debate in Phoenix,
Ariz., with Walter Chopiwskyj, secre
tary general of the U.S. Council for
Wor1d Freedom, a WACL affiliate, Jon
Anderson expanded on the notion that
anti-Communism has dangerous Nazi
overtones. "The Nazis rose to power on
the bandwagon of anti-Communism
and look what happened," Mr. Ander
son declared. For Ukrainian Ameri
cans familiar with the Communist
orchestrated Popular Front phenome
non of the 1930s, the Anderson plat
form has a familiar ring.
Making sure they include every
defamatory stereotype regarding Ukrai
nian nationalism, the Andersons write:
''The Nazis saw the Ukrainians as
potentially important allies. Their
ideology - fanatical racism against
ethnic Poles and Russians, and virulent
hatred of Jews - meshed perfectly with
the Germans." Nothing like a dash of
racism and a cup of anti-Semitism lO
bring the pot to a boil between Poles
and Jews on one side and Ukrainians on
the other.
A prime target of the Andersons is the
late Jaroslav Stetsko — described as a
man with "a permanent bitter sneer"
and "cold and angry" eyes — and the
Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations (ABN).
"Much as been written about diffe
rent Nazi networks - ODESSA, Kamaraden-werk, etc. — that were created
after the war to enable war criminals to
escape and work in exile toward the
formation of a Fourth Reich," the
Anderson write. "No other organiza
tion, however, approaches the scope,
depth or influence of the Anti-Bolshevik
Bloc of Nations. Since its inception, it
has grown to become the largest and
most important umbrella for Nazi
collaborators in the wor1d...A prime
criterion for membership appears to be
fealty to the cause of National Socia
lism." ':
'-. :-^ - і r' '^

Given the paucity of scholarly confir
mation of these outrageous charges —
the Andersons offer no bibliography
and few references — the serious reader
is hard-pressed to check their authenti
city.
The Anderson approach is quite
clear, however. Claiming that Ukrai
nians conducted a **pogrom" (code
named "Action Petlura" to suggest
retaliation for the murder of Simon
Petlura by a Jew) soon after the Ger
mans entered Lviv in 1941, the Ander
sons perpetuate a Soviet-inspired myth
about alleged 0UN "war crimes." The
historically documented truth about
Lviv is different from the Anderson/ So
viet version.
When the Soviets cooperated with
the Nazisin the invasion of Poland in
1939, they were enthusiastically wel
comed by Jews who hated both Ukrai
nians and Poles. Many of these Jews
later collaborated with the Sovietsinthe
identification and round-up of Ukrai
nians nationalists, thousands of whom
were brutally murdered by the Soviets
just prior to the German entry into Lviv.
"When the Germans did enter Lvov on
29 June,"writes Nikolai Tolstoy in his
book "Sta1in's Secret War," "they en
countered a hideous spectacle. The
whole city stank of putreyfingflesh." As
soon as Ukrainians discovered the
horrible manner in which their brethren
were executed (graphically described in
Tolstoy's book) they blamed the Jewish
collaborators and began to round them
up for the Germans who later executed
them.
Sometimes, however, the Andersons,
don't even bother with half-truths
preferring, instead, to parrot the Soviet
line without embellishment. In des
cribing the now Deschenes-exonerated
Ukrainian SS division Galicia, they
condemn it as being "responsible for
allowing Ukrainians to murder thou
sands of Jews in Lvov." If the Ander
sons were describing Lviv in 1941, they
should know that the division was not
even in existence yet. If they meant
1944, someone needs to tell the Ander
sons that the Nazis had killed almost all
the Jews in Lviv by that time and the few
that remained were being hidden by
U k r a i n i a n M e t r o p o l i t a n Audrey
Sheptytsky.
And so it goes. The Big Lie. And it
just may work. You know the old
saying. Repeat a lie often enough, and it
soon becomes "the truth."
No one knows that better than the
Soviets.
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The origins of catastrophe at the Chornobyl nuclear station
by 01eh Weres
@ 1987
Part / of two parts
In this article I will briefly describe
the Chornobyl power plant, the acci
dent and its root causes. I will argue that
Chornobyl Unit 4 was an intrinsically
unsafe reactor operated in an unsafe
manner by inadequately supervised
operators, and that these conditions
stemmed from policy decisions.
This interesting story vividly illu
strates problems with the Soviet way of
doing things, and raises important
questions about the Soviet Union's
ability to deal with modern technology.
Chornobyl Unit 4 was quite different
from American commercial power
reactors. It was one of 15 graphite
moderated, water-cooled, channel-type
reactors of 1000 megawatt power
output, known by the Russian acronym
RBMK-1000.
The RBMK burns uranium dioxide
fuel contained in zirconium-clad fuel
rods, The graphite moderator s1ows
down neutrons which carry the nuclear
chain reaction, thereby increasing their
ability to cause the fission of uranium,
atoms. The core of the reactor is a pile of
graphite blocks 7 meters high by 12
meters in diameter, it contains 1661
vertical pressure tubes of zirconium.
These heavy walled tubes (88mm O.D.,
4mm wall) enclose the fuel rods and
control rods, and water flows through
them, boiling to steam as it picks up
heat from the fuel. The high pressure of
the steam is contained in the pressure
tubes, and the graphite pile remains
near atmospheric pressure.
Among others, these attractive fea
tures are cited for the RBMK in the
Soviet literature [1,2]:
* The RBMK lacks the bulky and
expensive primary pressure vessel and
steam generators of a pressurized water
reactor. It is, therefore, cheaper to build
and because of its relatively "low-tech"
construction, a wide variety of Soviet
enterprises are able to contribute com
ponents and services.
^ The RBMK operates on low en
richment fuel, containing only 2 percent
of the fissile isotope uranium-235. The
low enrichment fuel is cheaper to
produce, and the irradiated fuel re
moved from the reactor contains too
little U-235 or plutonium to warrant
reprocessing it.
* The RBMK can be refueled while
operating at full power. The refueling
machine locks on to a channel from
above, and extracts a fuel bundle and
replaces it without interfering with
power generation. Refueling is conti
nuous, with about two channels refueled
every day.
* Because individual fuel channels
are refueled separately, a "flexible fuel
cycle" may be utilized.
The Soviets are very proud of the
RBMK, because the flrst, much smaller
reactor of this kind was the flrst in the
wor1d to supply electric power on a
commercial basis. (The Obninsk plant
near Moscow generated 5 megawatts
Dr. Oleh Weres is a chemist em
ployed by the Lawrence Berkeley La
boratory, and a consultant to industry
and agriculture in the areas of nuclear
energy, agricultural waste water techno
logy and geothermal energy. His work
at the laboratory has included applied
research related to corrosion in nuclear
power plants, chemical problems and
pollution control in geothermal power
systems, and control of selenium con
tamination in soil anjd agriculiural
waste;water. He is^al^pspy,NU^W'rnber
of the U.S. government Commission on
the Ukrainian Famine.

starting in 1953.)
Positive void coefficient
The RBMK has several safety
problems. Because it is a boiling-water,
graphite-moderated reactor operating
on low-enrichment fuel, the RBMK
suffers from a positive void coefficient
of reactivity; that is, replacing some
liquid water with steam inside the
reactor makes the reaction go faster.
Water moderates neutrons, but also
absorbs some neutrons. Removing a
moderator s1ows the reaction, while
removing a neutron absorber makes it go
faster. The large amount of graphite in
the RBMK provides plenty of
moderator, and the water makes a
minor contribution in this respect.
Therefore, water is more important as a
neutron absorber than a moderator,
and replacing water by steam makes the
reaction go faster.
Releasing more energy boils more
water, so there exists the opportunity
for a ''runaway" power increase which
feeds upon itself. 1n practice, RBMKs
can be operated safely because under
normal operating conditions, about 80
percent of the volume of the channels is
taken up by steam; adding more heat
does not increase this fraction very
much.
1f the number of neutrons inside the
reactor core is allowed to grow too
rapidly, a condition called prompt
criticality may be attained. 1n the
prompt critical condition the number of
neutrons and energy released by the
chain reaction may increase by hun
dreds of times in a fraction of a second.
This process destroyed Chornobyl 4.
The problem of the positive void co
efficient has long been recognized. Bri
tish nuclear engineers familiar with the
very first RBMK-1000s at the Lenin
grad Nuclear Power Plant commented
on it extensively in 1976 [З]. The low
fuel enrichment contributes to the
positive void coefficient. In fact, the
early RBMKs were fueled with 1.8 per
cent enriched fuel, but were converted
to 2.0 percent enrichment to decrease
the positive void coefficient [4].
The graphite pile of the RBMK is
contained within a relatively weak shell
of steel and concrete designed to with
stand only 2 atmospheres pressure. If a
pressure tube were to rupture inside the
pile releasing steam into the pile, the
high pressure steam would easily
disrupt the pile, probably damaging
other tubes in the process [З].
Because of its very large size and posi
tive void coefficient, the RBMK is
prone to local power fluctuations. A
complex but rather slow-acting control
system counteracts these fluctuations.
Tritium
The RBMK is a direct descendant of
the primitive "atomic piles"built during
the 1940s and 50s to produce plutonium
and tritium for nuclear weapons, and
resembles these early reactors. 1t is one
of few commercial reactor designs well
suited for production of tritium and
plutonium^, which required that special
fuel elements be irradiated inside the re
actor for a few weeksv then removed for
chemical processmg. Ihe RBMK's
continuous refueling capability allows
this to be accomplished conveniently
without shutting the reactor down.
The only reactor in the United States
that resembles the RBMK is the Nreactor at Hanford, Wash., built for the
Atomic ;Energy Commi.ssipn in the
1950s. The N-reactor is a dual purpose
reactor which to this day produces 20
percent of the plutonium required by

the United States Armed Forces plus
840 megawatts of electric power. Like
the RBMK, the N-reactor is a graphite
moderated, water-colored reactor of the
channel type. The N-reactor is the
oldest and probably the most dangerous
power reactor in the United States, and
continues to be operated only because
of its military function.
Military purpose
There is evidence that the RBMKs
also were built for the dual purpose of
power generation and nuclear material
production. The Los Angeles Times
quoted unidentified Soviet sources to
the effect that Chornobyl Units 1, 2 and
3 were operated under military supervi
sion, probably producing tritium (the
radioactive isotope of hydrogen), an
essential ingredient of hydrogen bombs
[5]. Chornobyl 4 - the unit that
exploded - probably would have
commenced producing tritium soon
after comp1eting its two-year settling-in
period.
That the Soviet Union has continued
building a certain, steady number of
RBMKs despite accepting pressurized
water reactors (P WRs) as their primary
line of reactors supports the theory of
dual purpose. The size and pace of the
Soviet nuclear power program is deter
mined by economic considerations, but
the ro1e of the RBMK in this program is
determined by military needs.
Otherwise, pressurized water reactors
would completely displace RBMKs as
they have nearly^displaced 1boiljng vyaje^^;

reactors in the United States. That only
PWRs and not RBMKs are exported to
the countries of Eastern Europe con
firms a special ro1e for the RBMKs.
Uranium enrichment for reactor fuel
is an expensive process which competes
with the production of highly enriched
bomb-grade uranium required for the
"trigger" of a hydrogen bomb. The
energetics of uranium enrichment are
well known, and tons of reactor fuel
may be related to kilograms of bomb
grade uranium. Since the accident, the
decision was made to convert surviving
RBMKs to fuel enrichment of 2.4 to 3.0
percent which reduces the problem of
the positive void coefficient. While the
incremental enrichment work will de
pend on the details of the fuel cycle, I
estimate that the difference between 2.0
and 2.4 percent enriched fuel corres
ponds to roughly 100 kilograms of bomb
grade uranium per reactor per year,
enough to produce about 10 "triggers."
This is in addition to the tritium and
plutonium produced in the reactor. The
difference between 2.0 and 3.0 pei;c:eat
fuel woujd be corresponding!y higher.
Safety systems
The pressurized water reactors and
boiling water reactors used in the
United States are water-moderated
reactors. All water-moderated reactors
have a large negative void coefficient;
increased boiling s1ows the nuclear
reaction, and a runaway nuclear re
action is practically impossible. The
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On the first anniversarY
of the Chornobyl tragedy
Following the explosion at the fourth unit of the Chornobyl nuclear plant
on April 26, 1986, Soviet authorities kept silent about the event for two days.
According to Ihor Gerashchenko, a recent arrival in the West from Kiev, the
explosion resulted in the death of as many as 15,000 persons. Only hours after
firefighters had fought 70-foot-high flames, incurring radiation doses that
simply went off the scale, children in the town of Prypiat, three kilometers
away, were on their way to school. Reactors one and twoШ C1hornobyl ^еізегг^^
still operating at full power. A confused evacuatibri was orgariizednfoTbthe)oo
following afternoon, but many residents, ignorant of what had occurred,
refused to move. The town of Chornobyl itself was not evacuated for another
week.
The residents of the area and of the Ukrainian capital Kiev (population 2.4
million) did not receive a single health warning until May 5, nine days after
the event. Mikhail Gorbachev, general secretary of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union, did not make a public statement about Chornobyl until
May 14, and then he confined himself of attacking Western news reports.
Under international pressure, the Soviets finally revealed the accident and
began to publish more detailed reports. But as a result of official silence,
contaminated foodstuffs were eaten. Cattle were grazed in ditches that
contained radioactive particles. Iodine-contaminated milk was preserved in
some areas because "eventually it will make excellent cheese." In short,
thousands of lives were put at risk.
A year later, the damaged unit has been entombed in a "sarcophagus," but
problems abound. A vast amount of contaminated topsoil has been stored
only in metal containers. Ukrainian lakes in the region are polluted with
cesium sediment. Fir trees, which shed their leaves irregularly, still contain
radioactive elements that will continue to contaminate the vegetaUon. The
danger of spring flooding is imminent and could bring contaminated ground
water into rivers and streams.
And yet the area has not been abandoned, even temporarily. Chornobyl
and Prypiat are being repopulated. The Chornobyl station itself has not only
been restarted, but is being expanded to fifth and sixth reactors.
Simultaneously, the Soviets have revealed that they have cancelled their
future program for constructing graphite-moderated RBMK reactors, U.S.
nuclear experts who visited the first two reactors at Chornobyl, both of which
were restarted November 5, 1986, stated that the recommended safety devices
had not been installed — an increase in the uranium enrichment of the reactor
fuel and extra control rods. The workers at these two reactors are still
operating in shifts, but will eventually be accommodated in the new city of
Slavutych, being built on the banks of the Dnieper River in Chernihiv 0blast.
Finally, what of the victims of Chornobyl? The Soviets have established a
new Center of Radiology in Kiev, but the majority of those infected are still in
their temporary residences, scattered across the USSR. Are they being
monitored, and if so, how often and how efficiently? The wor1d has a right to
know^
Ukrainian Canadian Committee
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FOCUS ON THE ARTS
This pessimistic view of life is not
new. We encounter it \n medieval art
and later in the Flemist art of the 16lh
century, notably in Hicronymus Bosch
and Pieter Bruegel, both of whom
Kurelek held in high esteem. He was
especially indebted to Bruegel and
shared with him an interest in narrative
and symbolic themes and compositions.
In their art, both Kurelek and Bruegel
have first-hand knowledge of peasants
and workers'lives; both have developed
literary narrative styles that can be
"read" on various levels; both display
satirical wit and coarse humor; both
closely observe nature and everyday life
which they depict with naturalistic
details, imparting them with symbolic
meaning.

Art review: Kurelek's works
depict depth of human experience
by Irene Petrenko-Fedyshyn
primitivism, starkness and simplicity
that so eloquently convey the depth of
The current exhibition of William human life experience.
Kurelek's paintings at The Ukrainian
Kurelek's paintings are the result of a
Museum in New York City, attempts to labor of love with their realistic details
explore Kurelek's artistic development graphically rendered and filled in with
through selected samples of his most fIat color. These accurate details have
representative work of the period from the power to evoke and heighten a
1950s through 1970s.
specific reality and at the same time to
It is accompanied by an elaborate express symbolic and spiritual values.
catalogue with a comprehensive philo Thus, Kurelek's realism is never a mere
sophical essay on Kurelek's ouevre as a realism for its own sake, but is always
whole by George Shevelov, professor symbolic in its meaning.
emeritus in linguistics at Columbia
What commands attention most, is
University, and a critical analysis by the awesome landscape of Canadian
Joan Murray, director of the McLaugh prairies in a11 its majestic grandeur and
lin Gallery in Ottawa and a guest vastness even in his smallest pictures.
curator of this exhibition. Both writers This stark landscape is often depicted as
are great enthusiasts and formidable harsh and threatening, indifferent and
coni|oisseurs of Kurelek's art.
hostile to living creatures, including
\фіеп/ fes| vie wing K urelek 's paint man. (For example, icy cold winters,
ings, my reaction was to classify him as rain and hail storms, fire and destruc
an illustrator of everyday life scenes and tion, threat of nuclear disaster.) The sky
a storyteller with a didactic and mora and the earth are immense and empty
lizing message. It took me a while to — like an existentialist void where
accept these literary and anecdotal minuscule, insignificant human and
tendencies in Kurelek's art, and it is only animal forms must fill in or wrestle their
then that I began to enjoy "reading" and existence from it.
"deciphering" Kurelek's messages and
Like a true child of pioneering Ca
see the meaning beyond them.
nada, Kurelek transcends his own life
Also, at first glance, one may mistake story with great depth and the sincerity
his *'primitivistic" style for lack of of an authentic experience. He illu
sophistication and sensuousness of strates this point through numerous
form and co4of. Eut it is precisely this *references to his Ukrainian heritage,
brought by his parents to the New
Irene PetrenkO'Fedyshyn is an artist Wor1d's uninhabited prairies which
and reviewer who resides on Staten engulfed the adult and the child alike in
constant struggle for existence. Such an
Island. N, Y.

Famed Vienna Boys Choir performs
under new conductor - a Ukrainian
by Oksana Bryzhun-Sokolyk
T O R p N T O - On March 19, in
Tort^nt6's koy Thompson Hall, asoldout crowd of about 3,000 concert-goers
had the unique experience of hearing
one of the best choirs in the world - the
Vienna Boys Choir. Conducting the
choir was 28-year-old Laurence Ewashko of Canada.
Mr. Ewashko is the choir's first
conductor of Ukrainian descent. He is
the grandson of immigrants from Ukraine who settled in Manitoba after
Wor1d War L
The Vienna Boys Choir has existed
for nearly 500 years. Founded by
Emperor Maximilian I, the choir was
seen the likes of Josef Haydn, Franz
Schubert and many other eminent
musicians and composers sing in its
ranks. Today, the Vienna Boys Choir
consists of four choirs of 24 choristers
each. Each choir has its own conductor.
Boys from age 10 through 14 sing in the
choir, although training starts at age 8.
Last August the Vienna Boys Choir
was in need of a new conductor. After
an unsuccessful competion among
Austrian choirmasters, the search was
opened to foreigners. From among
many applicants, Winnipeg-born Mr.
Ewashko was selected.
Mr. Ewashko's credentials are im
pressive: he studied music in Ottawa,
Kiev and finally in Vienna at the famous
Hochschule fur Musick.
In the fall, Mr. Ewashko started
conducting the choir. This concert tour,
the conductor's first, included perforOksana Bryzhun-SokoIyk
of To
ronto is a critic and writer on cultural
themes,

mances in Puerto Rico, the United
States and Canada.
The Choir's Toronto performance
was an unforgettable experience. The
clear voices of the children - altos and
sopranos - blended ideally. The boys
sang with emotion, although they were
always precise in fulfilling the conduc
tor's wishes. The choir performed a
cappella or with piano accompaniment
provided by Mr. Ewashko himself.
The program included selections by
Verdi, Mendelsshon, Schafer, Copland,
Mozart and Strauss and a hauntingly
beautiful solo interpretation of Schu
bert's Ave Maria.
In the second half of the concert the
choir performed Mykola Leontovych's
"The Gray Cuckoo" in Ukrainian. This
selection received prolonged applause
from the concert-goers who were capti
vated by the intense emotions conveyed
by the choristers.
The concert concluded with four
encores, the first of which was Leon
tovych's "Schedryk" — "Carol of the
Bells." Sung in crystal clear voices, the
children's Ukrainian pronunciation was
impeccable. "Schedryk" elicited a long
standing ovation.
At the conclusion of the concert a
bouquet of flowers was presented to
Mr. Ewashko from the Ukrainian com
munity in Toronto by the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee, Toronto Branch.
Backstage after the concert, I asked
one of the little choristers, "Who taught
you to sing in such beautiful Ukrai
nian?" With a sparkle in hi^ eyes, the
young Austrian, a member of one of the
greatest choirs on earth responded
''Our conductor — you know, his
grandma is from Ukraine."

The late William Kurelek
existence demanded an act of faith, of
courage and endurance, for man was
thrown into wilderness and had to rely
on himself — truly an existentialist
condition.
It is no wonder that Kurelek's art,
depicting the settlement and develop
ment of western Canada, is very endear
ing and appealing to Canadians as a
people, who themselves are beginning
to become aware of their roots, their
own sense of history, and their own
sense of destiny. Kurelek's narrative
presentation of everyday life and events
is a sort of socio-historicai "chronicle"
that imparts dignity and significance to
the lives of common working people.
For Ukrainians, Kurelek's art is a
pictorial expression of the story of
Ukrainian immigrants who were up
rooted from their persecuted and im
poverished land and transplanted into
the New Wor1d's harsh environment.
Here, they had to conquer it literally
with their own bare hands and make it
yield a "bumper harvest" as is depicted
in the "Ukrainian Pioneer" series.
The Ukrainian peasant through Ku
relek speaks of his struggle against
many odds in the New Wor1d, about his
stoical courage, perseverance, his love
of God and land, his ancient traditions
and values, his hard work, and his
respect for nature and interdependence
of man and beast in a natural wor1d. He
also speaks of the erosion of this rural
society with the final disappearance of
old ways and values brought about by
urbanization and technological changes,
which in turn, resulted in the depersonalization and dehumanization of
mankind.
Kurelek stood aloof, from contem
porary trends in art and scoffed at
modern ideologies and philosophical
systems, especially the existentialism
prevalent in the post-war years. Instead,
he "regressed" to~^inedieval ways of faith
after his ardent conversion to Catho
licism. However, as an artist and person
of the 20th century, he experienced the
existentialist truth of the human condi
tion with all its anxiety and despair,
with all its loneliness and powerlessness
in the hostile world, where man is
responsible for and the victirn of his
own actions. Unless he repents his sinful
ways, man and his wor1d are doomed to
destruction.

These are similarities but there are
differences between these two artists, as
well. After all, they are separated by the
chasm of four centuries; each is a child
of his age. Unlike Bruegel, Kurelek
dismisses perspective and depth in favor
of a more innocent and direct presenta
tion of space true to the modern concept
of abstraction. This modern division of
canvas is especially evident in Kurelek's
landscapes and interiors, where he
divides his canvas into geometric planes
which play against each other, creating
a sense of depth and at the same time
produce a strong abstract design.
Other characteristics of Kurelek's
composition are: "abbreviation" and
the cutting off his subjects by the edges
of canvas as if to say that life goes on
beyond the canvas. Thus, he suggests
that art represents only a fragment of
life in limitless space and time.
In general, his art is very "economi
cal" in its compositional planes and
colors. His figures are simplified — no
attention is paid to correct anatomy or
beauty of the human form. These
figures are rather coarse peasant types
dressed simply, and never nude. His
children especially are not pretty, but
rather like little adults or parodies of
their elders; they do not exhibit the
carefree attitudes of childhood, and
evoke pity even in their pranks and
games.
But, in spite of all this hardship and
harshness of life, Kurelek seems to
express a nostalgic feeling for past ways
of life, when man was closer to nature,
his sou1 was purer, and his faith in God
was stronger. With urbanization, the
world and man became cynical, cor
rupt, greedy, materialistic, depersona
lized and dehumanized. Man in his
scheme of things, did not become
stronger and happier, but even more
lonely, insignificant and powerless.
The only salvation in this absurd
modern wor1d lies in deep faith in God,
through compassion to fellow human
beings, through suffering, sacrifice and
remorse, as is seen in Kurelek's "Re
morse" and "Passion of Christ." These
existentialist, religious and moral con
cerns permeate most of the artist's
works. Seldom does he permit himself
the luxury of simply poetry of being and
a joy of laughter in his idyllic and
humorous stories — like children's
games, young people's Christmas ca
rolling, or a young girl's dreaming in her
best Sunday finery, while a young man
is playing an accordion ("Green Sun
day").
Kurelek's wor1d is full of wonderful
anecdotes and stories, sad and humo
rous, poetic and idyllic, dramatic and
tragic — all humanist and close to our
hearts, (hat delight and entice us into his
pictures in order to discover his message
of a deeper truth and the meaning of
life.
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Confessions of a pysanka
by Orysia Pas2;czak Tracz

not just Ukrainian eggs." "The pysanky on exhibit
are UkrainiaiL Prepare yoiar own exhibit, but leave
rnine alone," was my answer. As I spoke I realized
that my whole body was shaking with fury. 1 am
Knowing rny interest in pysanky, one of the
usually a ea1rn, easy-going person. But 1 can't
librarians at the University of Manitoba suggested
remember if I was ever angrier at another person
that I write an article for The Canadian Collector
than at that moment.
(earlier name, Canadian Antiques Collector). I was
1n the springof 1981, when1 worked at Oseredok,
quite surprised when my submission 'Tysanka"
the acting executive director, Motria Kydon, came
was accepted (March/April 1976). This was my
to Vera Senchuk and me with the proposition of
first attempt at national publication, and there was
preparing a feature pysanka exhibit in the art
not even a rejection slip! Slavko Nowytski took
gallery. Our eyes and imaginations lit up - the
most of the photographs. Also published was a fullwhole second floor of the building was ours to fill
page, color photograph from his film "Pysanka."
with pysanky! That we did. Oseredok had its own
collection, and just received was the donated Dr. A.
Slavko's "Pysanka" is a jewel of a film. I am very
proud to have been a small part of it, providing the ^ A. Granovsky collection from Minneapolis. With
all that room, we even had to borrow exhibit cases
research. Three years before he started production,
from the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature a
I already knew how the film would begin.
block away. New hanging pysanka cases were built
During the reception after the christening of our
by pur resident golden-handed carpenter, Alex
oldest son, Boyan, our kum Slavko described to me
Fedoruk.
the rotating white egg and how it turns into a
The exhibit was in sections: method, symbolism
pysanka. I still remember how his eyes and face lit
(so1ar, agricultural, Christian, etc.), regional motifs
up as he described his vision.
1n 1976, when 1 saw the film, I was deeply moved. (with a large map of Ukraine), pioneer pysanky,
contemporary, posters, books, and other resource
It was made not only with talent, but with love and
material. There was a separate case for the pysanky
respect for our heritage. No wonder it won so many
and articles of Tetiana Koshets, Oseredok's first
national and international awards. I still marvel
curator and driving force. On loan were the
over Luba Perchyshyn's steady hand in writing
those straight lines (without my pencil guidelines).
The sound of the kystka against the eggshell is a
perfect touch. From beginning to end, especially
with that beautiful music, it is a very special film.
I have survived three pysanka exhibits, two of
which 1 prepared by myself. Now that I think of it, I
was pretty brave, or determined — or foolish — to
present the first one, especially since then I knew
barely anything about pysanky. At 1rvington High
School, in 1rvington, N.J., 1 was a member of the
Library Council. The idea came to me to make a
Hutsul-style pysanky made into "holubtsi"
pysanka display in the one glass case at the entrance
(pigeons).
to the school library. Permission was granted. But
in our family we only had one bowlful of pysanky
(bought at Surma over the years). Not much for an
exhibit. That didn't stop me. I went around to the
parents of my friends, who very kindly and
trustingly lent this teenager their precious pysanky.
The small exhibit drew much interest from the
teachers and students.
By the time the urge to prepare another pysanka
exhibit came over me, many years had passed, and
while I still did not know how to write them well, I
knew much more about pysanky. On the main floor
collections of Ted Wasylyshen of Winnipeg, and
of the Elizabeth Dafoe Library of the University of
Julianna Hrobelsky of Kenora, Ont. Also, small
Manitoba were five glass table-type cases. In the
cases featured the pysanky of individual writers.
spring of 1971, I filled them with the usual exhibit
Apart from the Kurelek exhibit, there had never
showing the symbolism, a map of regional designs,
been such a large number of visitors at Oseredok as
method and resource material on pysanky. I was
those who went through the pysanka exhibit. They
fortunate to have on loan pysanky from the
even took the time to read all the narrative text
collection of the Ukrainian Cultural and Educamounted in the gallery. One group of visitors, from
tional Centre (Oseredok)., A decorative sign over
Ukraine's western borders, did ask, ''If these
the first case stated "Pysanky: Ukrainian Easter
symbols are so universal, why do you call them
Eggs." I was very pleased with the reaction and
' U k r a i n i a n ' Easter eggs?" The guide simply
interest of the staff and students during that first
answered, that they were Ukrainian, because they
day.
had been made by Ukrainians, that they were part
But the next morning, as I walked past the
of our culture.
exhibit to the Special Collections Department, I
The staff of Oseredok was small at the time, but
noticed that my fancy sign was missing. In its place
everyone pitched in to make it such a success,
was a plain piece of cardboard stating "Pisanki:
working very long hours. But the highlight for Vera
Slavic Easter Eggs." My first reaction was fear.
and me were the words of one person. Jaroslav
Except for a few, these were not my pysanky. 1 was
Elyjiw was invited from Toronto to open the
responsible for them. What could I expect the
exhibit. He arrived the day before, and took his
following morning? And then, who dared to
time going through the gallery, really inspecting
question their origin?
each display, and reading the texts. As Vera and I
After checking with the staff who worked the
watched, afraid to breathe, he finally looked up and
evening hours, 1 learned that a librarian noticed a
said, "You can tell that whoever prepared this really
' staff member from the circulation department
loves
and knows pysanky." That made a11 the work
printing the cardboard sign. My sign was found
worthwhile,
under the sink in the staff room. The person who
One incident which occurred during the set-up of
had replaced my sign had a hyphenated Polish
the exhibit still amuses me, but it shows how much
surname. She had never spoken to me, and I was
education is still necessary among our own people
shocked and confused over why such a thing had
about this very important aspect of our culture. As
occurred. Going through the proper channels, I
we were preparing the section on symbolism, one
spoke to her department head, who mentioned that
gentleman involved with Oseredok gently asked me
this was probably the last incident involving this
if I could tone down the text on all this preworker. There had been other problems, and she
Christian stuff, because it may offend any priests or
was soon let go.
bishops
who will come to see it... A little learning is
1 did run into her orlce before she left, at the
a
dangerous thing.
photocopying machine. I was amazed at my
So it is also when people complain about
reaction, and I still remember thinking that 1 was
pysanky written on goose eggs. The larger eggs were
glad a counter separated us. As calmly as 1 could, in
made ihto pysanky, especially among the Hutsuly,
a voice quivering with anger, 1 asked why she had
where ptashky (little birds) and holubtsi (pigeons)
removed my sign. The reply was, "Well, pisanki are
CONCLUSION

nut
were made from chicken and goose eggs. These
were pysanky with a wax head, and pleated wings
and tail out of colored paper attached, They were
hung by a string in front of the icons "as a reminder
that when Jesus was born, a little pigeon f1ew in and
hovered over Him." Volodymyr Shukhevych
described and illustrated these holubtsi in the
fourth volume of his work "Hutsulshchyna"(Lviv,
1904).
There is such a fine line between traditional
pysanky and decorated Easter eggs. For me, once
the designs and colors on the eggshell become
strictly ornamental and loose their symbolic roots,
the egg cannot be called a pysanka, just an Easter
egg. Originally, the pysanka was not meant to be a
pretty object. Its purpose was spiritual, magical,
powerful. The patterns on its surface had a very
serious purpose. They were meant to ensure the
sun's return in the spring and, therefore, nature's
rebirth. They, reinforcing the symbolism of the egg
itself, insured fertility, healthy, wealth and all that is
good. They kept away the nechysta syla (the
unclean power, i.e., evil). If the lines on the pysanka
were a bit uneven, it didn't matter - the Unes
themselves mattered.
Because we no longer believe in the pysanka's
mystical power today, we concentrate on its beauty; We want our lines to be straight. We ca:n take s6me
liberty with the ornaments, arranging them in
different ways, with different color combinations.
But pink and turquoise will never feel right on a real
pysanka. Some individuals such as Oksana Liaturynska, for example, have been able to turn a
pysanka into an individual work of art while
maintaining that contact with tradition. Very few
can.
1n the past, some prominent Ukrainian artists
have utilized folk art, especially pysanka, motifs in
their work. Among these are 01ena and 01ha
Kulchytski, with their kylyms and \^t*5ught irohV
and Volodymyr Krychevsky, with folk art in
particularly everything he did. I am trying to return
the motifs they have used back to the pysanka's
surface, so that the ornament comes full circle.
In his lengthy article "RoliaZhinky vPovstavanni
Ukrainskoho Narodnoho Mystetstva"[The Ro1e of
the Woman in the Formation of Ukrainian Folk
Art], the late Damian M. Horniatkevych wrote
about Stanislav Dembitski, a professor of the
Krakow Academy of Arts. Dembitski sent his
Japanese friends a coilection of pysanky. Very
perceptive was their reply:"How can one have so
little esteem for one's work, to paint such miracles
on such a fragile surface! "That is precisely why the
pysanka is so important to us. Of all our folk arts,
the pysanka is the only one that is completely
impractical.
From a utilitarian point of view, it is useless.
Woodcarving, embroidery, and the other folk arts
adorn everyday household objects. The pysanka
serves no practical purpose. It just is — an egg, not
to be eaten or hatched, but to be ornamented with
special magical designs. It is mind-boggling that
such an impractical, extremely fragile object has
remained an integral part of our tradition from
time immemorial. Through the millennia, invasions, wars, persecutions, serfdom, and all other
crimes against humanity did not stop the Ukrainian
woman from writing her pysanka.
Ukrainians have become so comfortable, so used
to the pysanka, that something disturbing is
beginning to happen. For some, it is something to
avoid, because it "stereotypes" us. We no longer
want to be associated "just" with folk dancing,
embroidery and pysanky. Of course, there is so
much more to our culture than that. But when I
hear that a cultural institution is deliberately not
publishing a photo of a pysanka in its brochure
because of the supposed stereotype, I get concerned. Somebody here is missing the whole point.
Our pysanky are so much more than pretty
objects to be taken out on Easter and other
occasions. Through their symbolism and tradition,
they are a direct link between us in the almost 21st
century and our deepest, earliest prehistory. They
are living proof that we, as a nation, have existed
continuously from the earliest inhabitants of the
land which later became Ukraine. No foreign
theories of history and migration can contradict
tradition. Today, our pysanka is an anthropological, ethnographic document of the survival of the
(Continued on page 13)
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FOCUS ON THE ARTS

Kozaks to exhibit at Manor College

Hnizdovsky retrospective to open in LA
LOS ANGELES - The Ukrainian
Art Center Inc. will hold a commemo
rative exhibition on May 1-3 of works
by a noted woodcut artist, the late
Jacques Hnizdovsky.
"Hnizdovsky in Retrospect — The
Man and His Work," will be held at the
center at 4315 Melrose Ave. This will be
the first Hnizdovsky exhibit on the
West Coast since the 1977 exhibit at the
Long Beach Museum of Art.
The exhibit will be opened with a
champagne reception, 8:30 p.m. to 10
p.m. on Friday, May 1. The artist's
widow, Stephanie, and daughter,
Marta. will attend. May 2 and May 3
exhibition hours will be from noon to 5
p.m. each day. The more than 60
graphic works exhibited will be avai
lable for sale.
Mr. Hnizdovsky'8 meticulously de
tailed and stylized woodcuts — pri
marily natural subjects — trees, plants
and animals — hang in the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston, the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, the New York Public
Library, the Library of Congress, the
White House, universities, and many
other public and private collections.
''He will be remembered not only as
one of our most popular artists, but as a
man whose wit and charm brought
pleasure to all who knew him. His art
was delightful, and this delight was
contagious," said Robert Conway,
director of Associated American Ar, tists.
''His remarkable draftsmanship,
warm and, gentle humor, and sincere
respect for growing things conjure forth

Edward Kozak (center) with his sons, George and Jerome.
JENKlNTOWN, Pa, - Three na
tionally acclaimed Ukrainian artists
from one family will have their works
exhibited here at Manor JunioFCollege
during the Hrst Wedc rn :M^y.
5|ШП8С)гШ by the Ukrainian Heri
tage Studies Center at M JC, the exhibit
will feature the works of Edward,
George and Jerome Kozak with the
exhibit opening slated for Saturday,
May 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the Seminar
Room of the Basileiad Library.
The exhibit may also be seen May 3,
16, and 17, 1 to 4 p.m. Special tours
may be arranged by calling Christine
Chomyn Izak, UHSC curator, at (215)
885-2360, ext. 64.
Edward Kozak (Eko), father of
George and Jerome, specializes in oil
painting, illustrations, caricatures and
mosaics Born in Ukraine, he attended
0 . Novakivsky Art School in Lviv.
He has been a resident of the United
States since 1948 and has been awarded
first prize by the National Educational
Association for educational film strips
done for Jam Handy Company, Detroit.
His works have been exhibited in
Europe, Canada and the U.S.
George Kozak also was born in
Ukraine. He specializes in oil, acrylic,
stained glass, mosaics and sculptures.

He attended the Center for Creative
Studies in Detroit and is employed as a
sculptor for the General Motors Corp.
He received first prize in the Michi
gan Ecclesiastical Art Show and first
prize in St. Josaphat's Church contest.
His works include the iconastasis in St.
Josaphat Church, Warren, Mich. He
has participated in individual and group
shows in the U.S. and Canada.
Jerome Kozak was born in Cracow,
Poland, and has resided in the U.S.
since 1949. He attended Wayne State
University where he received a master of
fine arts degree. He specializes in oil and
acrylics and has illustrated children's
literature, including "My First Dic
tionary" published in Canada in I975.
With his father, Edward, and brother,
George, he executed artistic works for
the Ukrainian room for Wayne State
University. He also did mosaics for the
exhibition hall at the Ukrainian Village
in Warren, Mich. His works have been
exhibited in Canada and the U.S.
The UHSC at MJC is dedicated to
the preservation and promotion of
Ukrainian heritage, arts and culture.
MJC, a Catholic college, founded by
the Sisters of St. Basil the Great, offers
programs of study in the liberal arts and
science, business and allied health
fields.

SV08ODA PRINT SHOP
Professional typesetting and printing services
We print:
BOOKS Ш BROCHURES m LEAFLETS

something like a 20th century 'Pea
ceable Kingdom'," said William Gor
man in an article in American Artist
Magazine.
Mr. Hnizdovsky was born in 19I5 in
Ukraine, was educated in Europe, and
emigrated to the United States in 1949,
where he started work as an advertising
designer before deciding to become an
independent artist. He first exhibited in
New York in 1954, worked in Paris for
two years, and eventually made his
studio and home in Riverdale, N.Y.
He became a naturalized citizen in 1954.
He died in New York in November
I985.
Mr. Hnizdovsky had more than 100
one-man exhibitions in the United
States, Canada, Great Britian and
Australia, Pelican published a ''Cata
logue Raisonne" in 1975, which in
cluded more than 200 reproductions.
Mr. Hnizdovsky also designed and
illusti-ated many books, and created
numerous bookplates. He painted oils
and acrylics, and also produced water
colors and drawings.
He received awards and feilowships
from the Associated American Artists,
Tiffany Foundation, Boston Museum
of Fine Arts, the National Academy of
Design, the MacDowell Colony, the
Virginia Center for the Creative Arts
and others.
The Ukrainian Art Center, Inc. is a
non-profit institution whose stated goal
is to preserve, present and promote
Ukrainian traditional and fine art on
the West Coast.

Filmmaker appeals for funds
to compIete mammoth project
NEW YORK - Filmmaker Yaroslav Kulynych, who has spent a
decade working on a film presenting
the history of Ukraine from the
Princely Era to the present, is appeal
ing to the Ukrainian community for
financial support in order to be able
to comp1ete the work, called "U
kraine in Flames" before the Millen
nium of Christianity in Kievan Rus'
in 1988.
Mr. Kulynych's film includes ac
tual film footage. It will be released in

both English- and Ukrainian-lan
guage versions, and is to be between
two and two and a half hours long.
Thus far, Mr. Kulynych has spent
S200,00O in preparing this mammoth
work, but he stressed that he needs
at 1east SI00,00O more to finish the
project.
Donations may be sent to: "U
kraine in Flames," Account No.
9965, Self-Reliance (N.Y.) Federal
Credit Union, I08 Second Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10003.

Leonid ВепсаГ8 depiction of Hetman Ivan Mazepa with Swedish King
Charles XIІ is among the scenes in Yaroslav Kulynych's film "Ukraine in
Flames."
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For information and rates contact:

SVOBODA
30 Montgoroery Street m Jersey City. H.I 07302
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Sitch soccer team

Rochester development to serve community

wins NJ. title

ROCHESTER, N.Y. - Recently,
the town of Irondequoit, a suburb of
Rochester, approved the final p1ans for
the proposed Ukrainian Village Center.
The project is an S48 million develop
ment located next door to St. Josephat's
Ukrainian Church on Ridge Road.
1t will consist of three parts, each
intended to satisfy a certain need of the
Ukrainian community in Monroe
County.
The first part of the project is a
proposed 25,000-square-foot commer
cial and retail center. Two buildings,
one of 10,000 square feet and the other
of 15,000 square feet, are proposed. The
buildings are designed to provide space
for various Ukrainian businesses in
cluding doctors, dentists, lawyers, a
travel agency, small retail shops and
space for banking facilities. The build
ings will be the central hub for the
business needs of the Ukrainian com
munity.
The second segment of the project is a
proposed adult residential center, which
is designed to serve the needs of the
adult Ukrainian resident age 55 and
over. The units will be designed for easy
access, with spacious rooms and built-in
appliances. One- and two-bedroom
units will be available and can be either
leased or purchased.
The four-story building will also
house a small cafeteria, meeting rooms,
an exercise room, some small shops, a
full-time security staff and will also
provide a part-time nurse to assist any
of the residents who may need minor
medical assistance.
A community room, is also planned
for the building, which would allow for
small plays and concerts to be perform
ed in the building. The facility will also
have outdoor areas for recreation, onsite parking and will be located near
public transportation.
The third part of the project, will
consist of 26 luxury townhomes, with
one-and-a-half car garages. The units
are designed with either a two- or three
bedroom option, vaulted ceilings, bal
conies, skylights and many other fea
tures. These units will be available for
anyone in the community and will be
marketed in the S110,00O and over
range.
Existing buildings on the site were
recently demolished and site improve
ments were expected to begin in early
April, with building construction for
the commercial building and the town
homes to begin by mid April with
occupancy by this fall. The adult resi-

NEWARK, N J . - TheChornomorska Sitch men's soccer team, renowned
for its record of soccer excellence over
the years, reached another milestone on
March 15, when it won the New Jersey
Men's Amateur Soccer Championship
and qualified for interstate competition
leading to a potential national cham
pionship.
The team played a superb ball control
game in defeating the Portuguese club
Benfica in overtime. En route to the
final match, the team amassed a 25
game undefeated streak. The team is
undefeated in league competition and
won two indoor championships during
the winter season.
The team features a number of qua
lity players such as Mark Hamulak,
Ihor Chyzowych and the Bakun bro
thers, Walter, Danny and Andrew.
The team will now play for the U.S.
National Amateur Soccer Cup.
The team received a letter of congra
tulations from New Jersey Gov. Tho
mas Kean. "Your team spirit and pride
have certainly extended into the Ukrai
nian community and to the people of
New Jersey. We are proud of your
sportsmanship and fair play throughout
the tournament thus far and I have
every confidence that you will continue
to play by these guidelines and to the
best of your ability," the governor
wrote.
He concluded, "I wish you the best of
luck ... and shall be rooting for our
Ukrainian home team."

Rochester

Artiste renderiiig erf the three phases of RochesterV U k f i i ^ a i i f i l l j ^ 1 S ^ ^
(Continued from page 5)
(from top) the Carpathian center retail complex, the Veselka adult residences and
lesser amounts. Mr. Flis pointed out,
the Kalyna townhomes.
however, that four branches did not
dential building will be under construc ground and their talents are represented
organize any new members in I986.
tion by July with the project anticipated in the planning and development of this
Mr. Flis then gave a financial report
for occupancy by the summer of 1988. project.
for the year 1986, and the secre
Each part of the project will have its
taries showed a great deal of interest in
William M. Szawranskyj P.E., L.S. is
own distinct name, but the entire the partner responsible for designing
the accomplishments of the UNA.
project is known as the Ukrainian the project and supervising its construc
Some of the matters discussed were
Village Center.
the statements made at the last conven
tion. Dr. Bohdan Guran is the partner
tion by the members of the Executive
The new commercial building has in charge .of planning, promotion and
Committee and the Supreme Assembly.
been named the Carpathian Center. The handling of the finaneial matters :x&t\i
The number of employees working at
adult residential center has been named lating to the development of this pror
the Main Office, the position of the
the Veselka Adult Residential Commu ject. Robert Copie, a licensed real estate
fraternal activities coordinator, Father's
nity and the townhomes have been broker, is the partner in charge or
Day program at Soyuzivka, the UN A's
named the Kalyna Townhomes with a marketing and sales.
Washington bureau, the late delivery of
Kalyna Drive mailing address.
Over two years have gone into plan
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weeky,
The Ukrainian Village Center is ning and developing this project, which
the termination of the employment of
being developed by a partnership which when comp1eted, is expected to be the
the prior organizer, and criticisms of
consists of three local Ukrainians. Each focal point of Ukrainian community life
Svoboda as to its concentration of ads
of
the partners has a different back- in Monroe County.
were among the topics covered.Mr. Flis
then endeavored to answer all the
questions posed.
BWRs. The secondary containment
[1] A.M. Petrosyants. "Problems of
Relative to the plan of work for
dome characteristic of American pres Nuclear Science and Technology: The
1987, which the district committee was
surized water reactors is absent. In Soviet Union as a Wor1d Nuclear
(Continued from page 7)
to follow, it was determined that within
stead, "pressure suppression" is pro Power." Translated by W.E. Jones
a month all the newly elected officers of safety systems of American reactors are vided. The reactor and its associated Pergamon Press, 1981.
the district would meet and organizing meant to control the worst possible pumps and pipes are enclosed in a series
[2] USSR State Committee on the
plans would be laid. In addifion, Mr. accident that can occur in a water of chambers which would capture even Utilization of Atomic Energy. "The
Hawrylak urged all secretaries, or moderated reactor: a rapid loss of a large steam leak and direct it down Accident at the Chernobyl Nuclear
ganizers and convention delegates to coolant following rupture of a large into a large condensing pool of cold Power Plant and 1ts Consequences."
sign up as many new members as diameter water pipe in the cooling water water located beneath the reactor. 1nformation compiled for the 1AEA
possible so that the district may again circuit. Losing the water would instant Means are provided to supply cooling Experts' meeting, August 25-29, 1986,
oversubscribe its quota of new members ly shut down the nuclear reaction, but water to the core in case normal cool Vienna. Translated by the U.S. Depart
in 1987.
the fuel inside the reactor is intensely ing is lost. The only safety system to ment of Energy.
Mr. Flis then informed those present radioactive with fission products, and guard against a runaway power increase
[З] National Nuclear Corporation
that the new organizers retained as sales continues to produce a substantial is the s1ow acting reactor control system
agents by the UNA are there to help the amount of heat even after the nuclear which is supposed to prevent it; once Ltd. (U.K.) "The Russian Graphite
secretaries. He stated that the UNA reaction has ended. An emergency initiated, there is no way to control this Moderated Channel Tube Reactor."
would like to have the secretaries supply of cooling water must be pro kind of accident or minimize its im Report NPC (R) 1275. March 1976.
[4] E.V. Kulikov. "State of the Art
furnish the leads and enro1l new mem vided in this event to prevent severe pacts. Basically, the designers of the
bers in the UNA for higher amounts of overheating and eventual melting of the RBMK borrowed by rote the safety and Development Prospects for Nu
insurance. A discussion followed on the exposed fuel rods, a special danger with systems developed for a different reac- clear Power Stations Containing
organization of the new sales depart the small, densely packed core of a or, and failed to address the kind of RBMK Reactors." Atomnaya Enerment and the quesdons of those present water-moderated reactor.
accident that actually occurred. If they giya, Vol. 56, No. 6, pp. 359-365, June
were answered.
had gone one step further and also 1984.
The RBMKs have safety systems that "borrowed" the secondary containment
Once the meeting was adjourned, the
[5] Robert Gillette. "Soviet Military
members were invited to partake in a closely resemble those in American dome from our PWRs, they might have Apparently Had Ro1e at Chernobyl Areception temiered by the district com - boiling water (BWRs) reactors and, limited the massive release of fission Plant." Los Angeles Times, p. 8, Octo
indeed, appear to be copied from our products to the environm,ent.
mittee.
ber 3, 1986.

The origins...
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Engineers Society li0sts annual debutante ball in Detroit

Seen above are the debutantes and escorts at the winter bail organized
annually by the Detroit chapter of the Ukrainian Engineers Society of
America. The ball was held January 31 at the Ukrainian Cultural Center in
Warren. From left are: Olga Halaburda/Maksym Strychar, Lydia Cisaruk/Michael Tymosh, Marta Kuropas/Jerome Mychalowych, Bohdana Tkacz/DanyloStachurski, Juliette Fabera/Ireneus Kozak, Larysa Andrash/Mark Lawrin,

Ukrainian National Associafion
SEEKS TO HIRE

Experienced
INSURANCE AGENTS or GENERAL AGENTS
-

fluent m Ukrainian and English:

for Chicago, New York, Toronto, Philadelphia, New Jersey,
Up-state New York a n d New England areas

-

to build and direct agent systems in region.
Leads supplied - salary not draw -

plus override - all benefits.

Write or telephone:
H,P. Floyd, National Sales Director
Ukrainian National Association, Inc.
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City. N J . 07302

Tel.:(201)451-2200

Ukrainian National Association

^4NINETEENTH
NATIONAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
Saturday-Sunday/ May 23rd and 24th. 1987
Deri7, Pa.
Guaranteal prizes for meh's and women's team events:
Men's Teams - 1st place - |750.00; 2nd pIace - |500.00
Women's Teams - 1st place - S500.0O; 2nd place - S250.0O
We will provide at Ieast one prize for each 10 entries in the event
TOURNAMENT
Must be active UNA mernber or UNA Senior Citizen over 62
BowIers from all UNA Branches in the USA and Canada are cordially invited
Tournament governed by ABC and WIBC moral sanction - and averages will be
verified
May 1,1987 dlMdlim for all entries
Hffiwew BowIing Lanes, 827 E. Pgh. Street, 6reengburg, Pa.
(412)8З4-8222
Singles and Doubles - Saturday, May 23. Ail Team Events Sunday, May 24.
Applications are available from all UNA Branch secretaries.
POWIERS SOCIAL - Saturday Night BANQUET і

S5.0O

Sunday, May 24th. 7:30 p.m. - - $15.00 per person

Derry Ukrainian Club, 315 Dorothy Street, Derry, Pa.
Awards will be presented at banquet
Make reservations early. - Dinner -

Refreshments -

Dance

For further information write or call:
Carol Kozenchak, 326 Ridge Avenue, Derry, Pa. 15627
Tel.: (412) 694-2067
Ukrainian National Associotion, P.O. Box 17A, 30 Montgomery, Street,
Jersey City, N.J. 07302.
Tel.: (201) 451-2200

Natalie Hnatiuk/Iwan Kytastyj, Dorothy Lemecha/Christopher Theisen,
Oksana Andrushkiw/Daniel Mykolenko, Christine Kachan/Borys Bereza,
Natalia iwanyckyj/Borys Bodnaruk. Seated are: chapter president Lubomyr
Hewko and his wife, Natalie, sponsor of the debutantes Irene Senyk and
master of ceremonies Ihor Kozak.

Buffalo

Perth Am boy

(Continued from page 5)
could be done to get more UNA secre
taries to sign up members.
Mr. Bednarsky suggested that the
UNA expand its portfolio with IRAs
and the like.
Mr. Konotopsky stressed the need for
more disciplinary action either from the
home office or from the district com
mittee executive itself. "How can we get
more secretaries to attend our meet
ings?" he asked.
Mn Hawryluk asked if there was any
more progress on the proposed UFA
merger with the UNA.
Dr. Kuropas answered ail questions
he could, promising to refer those he
couldn4 answer to the Home Office. Dr.
Kuropas also stressed theimportahce of
fraternal activities to generate interest
in the UNA.
We have a new fraternal coordinator,
he said, perhaps Andre Worobec will
be able to get our fraternal program
moving.
Coffee and cake were offered follow
ing the meeting, as conversation on
fraternal subjects continued.

(Continued from page 5)
percent of its goal and that he perso
nally was responsible for organizing 17
of the 37 members. Mr. Zacharko
pleaded with the secretaries and officers
to put forth additional effort to meet the
District's quota in 1981, which has been
reduced to 60.
The chairman further urged the
members to support and attend the
Father's Day Festival during the week
end of June 20-21. The main event at
that weekend will be the blessing of a
monument of the late Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj.
Mr. 21acharko then requested that
the niembersaiid branches join with
other districts in organizinga UNA Day
in New Jersey in a nearby area,
Supreme Advisor Pastuszek was then
recognized. He introduced the new
UNA fraternal activities c6ordinator,
Mr. Worobec, and professional insu
rance salesman, Mr. Stecyna. Mr.
Pastuszek also expressed sincere greet
ings from UNA Supreme President
John 0 . Flisand all the Executives.
Both the fraternal activities coordina
tor and the sales representative address
ed the group, introducing the work that
they would be doing and offering their
cooperation to any of those present
relative to UNA activities. Mr. Stecyna
distributed forms requesting leads for
insurances sales which would be in
excess of S50,00O and stated that there
would be a finders fee of S25 for the
person providing the lead.
Mr. Stecyna further stated that
insurance written in a single year that
exceeded S50,00O would require his
signature as a licensed insurance sales
person. However, Mr. Pastuszek re^
minded the secretaries not to be frigh
tened by this new law, but to continue
selling and if they reach or exceed the
limit of S50,00O, then call the UNA
office and the professional salesperson,
would come to their assistance.
Mr. Pastuszek was next to :address
the assembly. He presented the total
assets, income and disbursements for
the UNA for 1985 and 1986, and he
explained the comparison of 1985 and
1986 figures. He then asked if there were
any questions and responded to them
on behalf.
The district chairman, on behalf of
the district committee, thanked the
UNA Ноґпе Office for sending Su
preme Advisor Pastuszek, Mr. Woro
bec, and Mr. Stecyna to the meeting.
The meeting was then closed with a
prayer. Refreshments followed.
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Sobibor...
(Continued from page 3)
in formal and in casual meetings to
present their concerns. Several journa
lists spoke with community leaders.
Don Johnson, director of public rela
tions at WBBM"TV/CBS and a veteran
journalist came out of his office during
several of the demonstrations and spoke
with various leaders present, accepting
their literature and asking questions.
1n a sometime animated exchange, he
said he believed the Sobibor script was
historically correct, but respected the
Ukrainian community's right to express
its grievances in a peaceful manner.
But the meetings did not amend CBS
policy. In an interview, Mr. Johnson
said, "We (at WBBM in Chicago) don't
have a voice in the corporate decisions
in New York-'' At the same time he said
he felt that Jocaily the station has always
tried to give minorities a chance to
express their Views regardless of their
numbers or тПиепсе. He encouraged
the Ukrainian community to make its
voice heard.
As far as communicating with his
superiors in New York, Mr. Johnson
stated that he could always relay his
ideas to them and get a hearing. When
asked why there wasn't better commu
nication between local public relations
departments, which are in touch with
community concerns, and the CBS
production staffs he replied that there is
great sensitivity on the part of the mass
media to prior restraint as a form of
censorship.
However, with the help of Mr. John
son, two professors,. Dn Taras Hunczak
of Rutgers ..University and the Rev.
And/ij ,Chirpvsky., proJes^or a,t tbe
Catholic Theological Union in Chicago,
on April 15 appeared on "Common
Ground'1 a public affairs TV program
on WBBM-TV.
'
'
At the taping, the Rev. Chirovsky
accused the network of unfair treatment
of Ukrainians and Ukrainian issues,
and he cited CBS's refusal to air "Har
vest of Idespair," a documentary about
the Ukrainian famine orchestrated in
1932-33 by Stalin. ,He was dismayed
that Ukrainians never get national air
time, except in negative references.
Because of the network's lack of ba-^
lance, the Rev. Chirovsky said he
believed the Sobibor filrri was "a clear
attempt to associate Ukrainians with
Nazism."
As a historian, Dr. Hunczak also pro
tested the painting of Ukrainians as a
nation of victimizers. "No other nation
had as many casualties," he com
mented, "14.5 million (Ukrainians) died
during Wor1d War П." He said the
presentation tended to reinforce nega
tive stereotypes, portraying Ukrainians
as a nation of collaborators and per
petuating the discredited theory of
collective guilt.
By repeating the phrase "Ukrainian
guards," Prof. Hunczak said the film
made a dishonest attempt to appeal to
the subconscious without recourse to
facts and history.
The interviewer asked about the letter
by Knesset member Dov Ben-Meir
which advised Ukrainians that they
should pray every day for forgiveness of
their sins against the Jewish people. Dr.
Hunczak called Mr. Ben-Meir a racist,
saying that there is no such thing as a
guilty people.
Furthermore, Prof. Hunczak stated
that in 25 years of studying the issue
there is no documentation that Ukrai
nians ever sympathized with Nazi goals.
"With no assistance from the allies, the
Ukrainians organized an underground
of 45,000-65,000 to fight against the
Nazis and the Soviets - both were
considered enemies of Ukrainian peo
ple," he said. Ч
'
^
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12 debutantes

introduced

The annual debutante ball of the Ukrainian Professional
Organizations of Chicago was held on January 31 with
12 girls being formally presented to society. The
sponsor of this year's event was the Ukrainian Veteri
nary Association; the Ukrainian Medical Association
and the Ukrainian Engineers' Society also participated.

(Continued from page 2)
be confused with parity.
It is impossible to ascertain to what
extent such sentiments prevail among
the Russian intelligentsia. It is a fact,
however, that the current policies of
"openness" and "reconstruction" have
opened up major opportunities for the
rehabilitation of previously neglected or
banned aspects of Russian culture,
including historical events and persona
lities ^nd literary works.
At the same time, the non-Russians
are being told to tread carefully when
examining" their ^ast; Indeed, efforts
have been under way for some time now
to institutionalize greater control in
Moscow over historical research in the
republics. An important step in that
direction is r^ected in the recommen
dations of the All-Union Coordination '
Meeting of Institutions with a Histori
cal Profile that convened in Moscow
last June.
From the standpoint of the non
Russian half of the Soviet4Jnion, the
balance sheet does not appear to be very
promising. While readers of the Russian
SFSR daily Sovjetskaya Rossiya nee8*
not feel inhibited debating the merits of
the White leaider Admiral Kdlchak with
a respected writer on the pages of theif
newspjaper^ Byelorussian teachers com
plain that they are accus'ed of "nationa
lism" when speaking their native lan
guage, Kazakhs are chided by Pravda
for greeting the opening of a kinder
garten where th^ language of instruc-:
tion is Kazakh^ and Ukrainians wonder
why onfy seven speeches at the recent
Ukrainian Komsomol congress were
delivered in Ukrainian,

(Continued from page 9)
Ukrainian spirit and of Ukrainians as
a people.
Before 1 knew how to write pysanky
well, we visited a woman in rural
Manitoba who wrote pysanky for a
living. Pan1 Kozak sold her pysanky to
Surma in New York. She would pack
them in crates, wrapping each pysanka
in old mattress stuffing. As I watched
her, I marvelled at how well she wrote.
She turned to me, and almost sadly said,
"Sure, і make them nice. But you know
what they mean.'' May we never forget
what our^-pysan4(^yMnean^^ ^ /^^ - -- -

to Chicago

society

Seen in the photo above (from ieft) are Tamara
Goyevych, Natalie Jackiw, Laryssa Gedi, Martha
Kokorudz, Lida Seniuta, 1<aterina 3ereza, Motria
Kuzycz, Daria Pochovska, Natalie Dachniwska, Tania
Stechyshyn, Tania Losko and Christine Nadzikewych.
Some 500 guests attended the gala.

A UNA insurance policy is

Shcherbytsky...

Confessions...
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an investment in the Uicrainian community,

UKRAINE:
A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
The First Volume: General Information, Physical Geograpny
and Natural History, ЯориШіоп, Etlinogfaphy, Ukraim; n
Language, History ;of'Ukrame;; Ukrainian Culture, and
Ukrainian Literature.
* ^
"" Price:|75.00
The Second Vol,ume: Law, The Ukrainian Church, ScholarshiM,
EducatloTi ^nd' Sthodis, libraries, 'Archives, and 1Vluseums,
Book Printing, P a ^ ^ i | . ; j i % f | t h | | ^ | ^ j T h f i Alrt^iyiusic,,
and Choreography, T.heaterand'Clne)Ti9y-NatiQ(i^l^conomy,
Health and Medical Seirvifces arid Physical Otiiture, the
Armed Forces, Ukrainians: Abroad.
Price: Sa5.00
-^
-.,-.
You can obtain both volumes for only S140.0O
Including Postage.
ORDER MOW

Fill out the order bIank below and mail it with your check or money order.
USE THIS COUPON!

To: U K R A I N I A N N A T I O N A L A S S O C I A T I O N , I n c .
3 0 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
I hereby order Ul(raine: A Concise Encyclopaedia
D Volume I - S75.0O
П Volume II - S85.0O
D Volumes I & II - S140.0O
Enclosed is (a check, M.O.) for the amont S
Please send the book (s) to the following address:

Name

No,
City

Street

State

Zip Code
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UNA executives...
(Continued from page 1)
assets grew further, reaching the sum of
S58,265,772, t h u s , increasing by
S1,O11,981. 1ncome on investments
yielded S1,378,723.
Among disbursements, notable are
increases in cash surrenders as well as
matured endowment certificates.
In concluding her report, Mrs. Diachuk noted that by April 1, 258 appli
cations for UNA scholarships for aca
demic year 1987-88 had been received at
the Home Office.
Report of supreme secretary
As of December 31, 1986, the Ukrai
nian National Association had 76,141
m e m b e r s i n s u r e d for t o t a l of
S164,834,285, including double indem
nity insurance and payor insurance,
reported Mr. Sochan.
Branch secretaries and organizers
obtained 1,783 new members for the
UNA in 1986, with insurance protec
tion tota1ling S7,324,000. But in that
year, the UNA lost 1,027 members who
^ cashed their c | r t | | c ^ e s | 926|meif^rs
whose endowment certificates matured,
1,285 members who paid up their P20
and P65 centificates and 982 members
who died.
In the final count, the UNA lost 1,823
members in 1986. Total insurance on a11
members decreased by SI15,282.
Double indemnity insurance and payor
insurance decreased by S735,046 be
cause rnany of these contracts attached
to certifica|tes^ terminated at age 65 or
::: ^ V ^ ^ e i * i ^ n . ^ ^ a M i f i c a t e s were
issued without these contracts.
In 1986, the new single-premium life
p1an and the single-premium endow
ment at 65 p1an certificates proved very
popular, while the five-year and 10-year
: term plans with new low rates c6ri- tinued to grow in pdpularity, Mr.

Linnas...
l\
(Continued fooin^pagiS)
^ mass murderer. That, the \J,S. goVernИ ment never accused hirii6f being. They
had to make him into a man with the
blood of 12,000 people on his hands,"
Ms. Rikken said. What the media didn't
bother reporting, she continued, was^
that under the original charges brought
against Mr Linnas, it was ascertained
that "for 10months Liniias may have
been in a supervisory position in Tartu^"
Ms. Rikken said. Nir. Linnas never
denied working with the Germans, but
he did deny being in Tartu, she com
mented.

BUY u.s.
SAVIN05 BONDS
For the Gurrent rate catI...

l-800-US.BONOS

HURYN MEMORIALS
FOR THE FINEST IN CUSTOM МА0Г
MEMORIALS INSTAl^tEO .IN. ALL CEME
TER1ES IN THE і у і Щ О Р 0 у T A N . AREA
of New York ihcliicljrig НбІу Spirit in
Hamptonburgh, N.Y., St. Andrew's in South
Bound Brook, Pine JB|i^h Cerpetery in
Kerhonkson and GIen Spey Cemetery
itf a e r f S p e y , N e w # o r k . .
We offer personal service І guidaiios1W'your
v* kome. R)ra bHir)gudhrepmseeMvesesH:IWAN HURYN

РО.В0x12І
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel.: ( 9 1 4 ) 4 2 7 2 б 8 4
BOHDAN REKSHYNSKYJ
45 East 7th Street
s^:o -ti;n.iJ4^ Yl^j*j^j^5i&od3^n^ ^t чь

Sochan noted. Noticeable also was the
increase in higher amounts of insurance
on new certificates, of which the average
amount was S4,1O8. This resulted also
in the increase of the average amount of
insurance on all active members, which
as of December 31, 1986, was S1,783.
In 1986 three long-time, experienced
employees of the Recording Depart
ment retired and new employees were
hired in their place. The latter are
undergoing successful training in the
fraternal insurance services and together
with other employees are undergoing
retraining on the new IBM computers.
The change to the new 036 IBM
computer system began at the end of
1986 with the transfer of all informa
tion regarding members' insurance
certificates from the IBM (80 column)
punch cards, to discs. Shortly all
monthly branch assessment lists as well
as "dues notices" will be printed on the
new System 036 printers.
Also planned is the gradual change to
the new computer system for a whole
series of other operations of the record
ing and financial departments, based on
the transfer to discs of all necessary data
pertaining to UNA insurance of its
members.
і /;Just one month prior to this meeting,
word was received from all states and
provinces where the UNA is licensed to
to insurance business of thfeir approval of
all certificates and the new classes of
insurance with premiums based on the
1980 Mortality Tables, the supreme
secretary said. Along with the new low
premiums, these new certificates will
have accordingly low cash values. They
will also earn proportionately lower
dividends. , , ., .
For the final-4ratrfc^fectibti%f these
new classes of insurance, there remains
one important task : the printing of a
.new,,rateJ)ook. of premiums and sur
render values, which task is now in the
;; hands of the UNA's actuary and, the
printing of informative and promo
tional material, which is being prepared
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by an expert in the field of fraternal
insurance.
On a motion of the supreme secretary,
the Supreme Executive Committee
unanimously decided to increase the
limits for non-medical insurance to
S100,00O up to and includmg age 30.
Other officers' reports
Mrs. Paschen reported on her partici
pation in the annual meeting of the
Detroit UNA District, as well as the
various questions raised at that gather
ing of local UNA activists.
She also spoke about the 75th an
niversary celebration of UNA Branch
220 in Chicago, and her contacts with
branch secretaries of the Chicago UNA
District, as well as with the newly
appointed UNA regional representative
for the Chicago area, Steven Bohacz.
The supreme vice-presidentess re
ported also on Chicagoans' planned trip
to Soyuzivka this summer and on
upcoming golf and bowling tourna
ments being sponsored by the UNA.
Mr. Hewryk commented on his parti
cipation as the UNA supreme director
for Canada in two meetings of the
Canadian Representation, including
one at which the UNA supreme presi
dent was present.
He also spoke about the preparation
of organizing campaigns for Canada, a
planned history of the UNA in Canada,
and his attendance at a meeting of the
Montreal UNA District Committee and
various matters that arose at that
meeting.
Mr. Hewryk concluded his report by
presenting several ideas for future UNA
activity in Canada and the UN A's
official presence at the upcoming Ukrai
nian festival in Dauphin, Man.
Supreme president's report
Mr. Flis was the last to deliver his
report, in which he offered a general

"It is Soviet evidence that (put) him in good name." Mr. Linnas became a U.S.
Tartu. This is what the case is all about," citizen in 1959.
she stressed. Most of the evidence that
Ms. Rikken said it is difficult to tell
placed Mr. Linnas in charge of the what the next step will be and if any
death camp in Tartu was furnished by thing can be done to help Mr. Linnas.
Communist-ru1ed countries. That Nfr. Mr. Linnas' lawyer, Ramsey Clark, a
Linnas was deported to Soviet Estonia, former United States Attorney General,
to face possible death, on the basis of told the family that he would go to
primarily Soviet-supplied evidence has Estonia to defend the accused when he
many emigres worried, Ms. Rikken first took on the case, Ms. Rikken said,
stressed. Many are afraid that if they but it is not yet known if this is
p*articipate in anti-Communist activities possible. "With glasnost, anything goes.
in the United States, like Mr. Linnas We11 monitor and see what happens,"
did, the Soviets will fabricate evidence she stated.
against them and they could easily end
Just hours after the Supreme Court
up back in the country from which they and the Justice Department rejected the
came, accused of crimes they did not final appeal in his eight-year battle
commit. Ms. Rikken's group has been against deportation, Mr. Linnas was
lobbying for Nazi war crimes trials to taken by federal agents from the Metro
take p1ace in the U.S. and ha5 charged politan Correctional Center in Man
that Soviet-supplied evidence against hattan on April 20 to Kennedy Interna
Mr. Linnas was false.
tional Airport and placed aboard a
On the day of Mi. Linnas' deporta Czechoslovak airliner to Prague, en
tion, the CCJS and Linnas family held a route to the Soviet Union.
press conference in front of the White
"What they are doing right now is
House. A farewell letterfrom Mr. murder and kidnapping," the white
Linnas was read by his daughter, Anu. haired 67-year-old native of Estonia
The letter was written ід Dwember told reporters as he was led from a car to
198|6, at atiine w h e i i ^ appeal to stop the Port Authority police office at tl|e
Mr! Linnas' deportation was turned airport at ai:oundl5 p.m., Reported ТЙе
down by the Supreme Court. In the New York 3lmes.^A| 7^^^
was
letter, Mr. Linnas claims that he is escorted by immigratiop agents and
innocent, and that it was his duty to police officers to Щ Ily^ishin 62-М
fight cbmniunism. ^
jethner ot ti)e Czechoslovak AirUne^.
Л will have been sacrificed at the altar
He^ was gut ^)bifd by ledefal agen^.
of*4yfdnfty and bppre!ssibn.'^ittericans Even as t1ie aircBffwaslaxnhg'dovm
will eventually realize that my sacrifice the riMtsvay,^?finafcbid.to.prevent his
was wrong for I am innocent," Mr. deportation was made to Chief Justice
Linnas wrote. And, addressing himself William Ц. Rehnquist by Mr. Linnas'
to his family, he continued, "I and the daughter, Aftu. It was denied shortly
souLof your long-gone mother^ ^tsmd^. before 8 pnv.^ reported the Timqs. |
, I)^reii|s.ai|^.,|l^^|vg|pdjpajj^ FMf ^ , r . nMr. Lii^iM arrived in hi^ щaзti|e
іі^[Шісі r^bvi - vouim:Tsiiflfe
vQurffjbattIft' ifor HL
'йкЖт
truth and vindication of your father's
appears the Soviet Union intends to

review of UNA activity.
The supreme president pointed out
that the first quarter of 1987 was
especially active due to meetings of
UNA district committees throughout
the United States and Canada, and the
establishment of a professional sales
department within the UNA, under the
direction of Henry Floyd, national sales
director.
Mr. Flis said that a new fraternal
activities coordinator had been hired;
he is Andre J. Worobec of Toronto. He
also reported that he had met several
times with the two co-managers of the
Soyuzivka resort, Walter Hajdar and
Dorko Senchyshyn, and that the former
manager, Walter Kwas, was acting as an
advisor to the pair.
The sales department now has four
employees: Nicholas Boyko, Ronald
Lowry, Michael Stecyna and Steven
Bohacz. All are young and have com
p1eted insurance training courses, and
have now begun their work in the field.
The supreme president emphasized
that the UNA is still looking for addi
tional insurance salesman for the United
States and Canada. — both full- and
part-time employees.
The fraternal activities coordinator is
now planning the Father's Day pro
gram to be held at Soyuzivka on June
21. The main event will be the dedica
tion of a monument to Patriach and
Cardinal Josyf Slipyj.
Mr. Worobec is also coordinating
UNA activity regarding the National
Fraternal Congress of America and
UNA Fraternalist of the Year awards.
Mr. Flis also spoke about the UN A's
meetings with its actuary and fraternal
consultant, the hiring of new personnel
and the conference of UNA district
chairpersons to be held at Soyuzivka on
June 6.
Following the reports, the Supreme
Executive Committee discussed the
new insurance p1ans proposed by the
supreme secretary, computerization of
operations and miscellaneous matters.
carry out the death sentence imposed on
Mr. Linnas by the Estonian Supreme
Court in 1962. No statute of limitations
is applied "to that category of crimi
nals," stated the Soviet news agency
TASS in a dispatch based on an inter
view with the office of the Soviet
prosecutor general, the Times reported.
"Soviet judicial bodies are prepared
to maintain cooperation with U.S.
justice authorities," The TASS report
continued, "for the two countries were
allies in the second wor1d war. The
decision of the U.S. authorities on the
deportation of Karl Linnas demon
strates that they can be united in the just
cause of bringing war criminals to
justice."
Mr. Linnas was originally to have
been deported to Panama. But after
word leaked out that Attorney General
Edwin Meese had decided riot to send
the Estonian to the USSR, Jewish
groups pressured the Panamanian
government into temporarily, jettison
ing the arrangement, according to the
Ass6cialed Press.
Mr. Linnas arrived in the United
States from West German[y ih 195I. A
great number of refugees from the
Baltic states^^who had f1ed the apprbaching Soviet Army in 1944 had
' resettled in the U.S. itt the 1at6 1940s and
early 1950s. Nlr.,Linnas worTced as a
1an4 surveyor in Greenlawn, Long
Island, Then irnmigration officials
charged htm ^yith making false state
ments in^ order to gain entry into the
United States^ The final de(cision to
deport Mr. Linnas canie on April 20
,when, by a, 6-3 decision^ the, Supreme

"сШ^геТийазі^
blocking execuWdlf of Шб Й6рогіЙЙ6п
writ.
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Panelists...
(Continued from page 4)

trial by jury and cross-examination.
Mrs. 01shaniwsky noted AHRU's
unsuccessful efforts to discuss these
issues with Secretary of State George
Shultz and members of Congress, and
attributed the government's lack of
response to fear. ''(Sen. Strom) Thur
mond, (Rep. Peter) Rodino, (Attorney
General Edwin) Meese - they all got
thousands of letters, but there was no
response. They're all afraid," she said.
She also charged that the Israeli
government violated its own laws in its
handling of the Demjanjuk case. Ac
cording to Israeli law, she said, Mr.
Demjanjuk should not have been held
more than 13 days without being for
mally charged. Instead, he was held for
eight months. "They changed their own
laws to fit their needs," she asserted.
As further proof of her accusations,
she quoted the Israeli police chief as
saying, "We have ways of refreshing
witnesses' memories," and noted thai

Michigan...
(Continued from page 4)

reviewed the history of the Ukrainian
credit unions and underlined the ele
ments that contributed to an unparalled
financial success in Detroit. Growing at
a modest pace in early years, Self
reliance can now boast assets of more
than S45 million.
Mr. Lypeckyj emphasized that "U
krainian credit unions have demon
strated unity to acquire such wealth and
it is time for others in the community to
cultivate successes through unified
action."
Walter Hupaliwskyj, treasurer, pro
vided an impressive financial report and
his forecast showed a significant gain in
aI1 categories. In disclosing an increase
of more than 97 million over 1986, Mr.
Hupaliwskyj admitted "this figure
represents the highest increase in our
credit union's history and has upgraded
the solvency and stability of this institu
tion."
Martha Sawczuk, chairperson of the
Supervisory Committee, declared Self
reliance to be in conformity with all
rules and regulations as outlined by the
National Credit Union Administration.
After a11 reports were given with a
brief membership discussion, the nomi
nations committee presented Mr. Hu
paliwskyj, Dr. Alexander Serafyn, and
Roma Dyhdalo as candidates for elec
tion for a three-year tenure. An affirma
tive vote was cast by acclamation and
the meeting was closed by honoring the
retiring officers with a unanimous vote
of confidence.
Under the leadership of Jerry K6nopada, member of the board, the banquet
which followed the business meeting
was an overpowering success. Facing an
audience of 654 people, Mr. Lypeckyj
called Nadia Litynsky to receive the
Employee of the Year Award, Anatol
Romach the Outstanding Member of
the Year Award, Dr. Alexander Serafyn
the Volunteer of the Year Award.
The dinner, served at the Ukrainian
Cultural Center, was enhanced by the
musical arrangements of Ukrainian
melodies by Silvch Koltyk and his
ensemble.
Dr. Serafyn, as master of ceremonies
for the evening, presented Zinowij
Marynec, a recent emigrant and pro
bably the most successful Ukrainian
hiimorist on this continent. His repertiore of sketches, vignettes and
recitations in a theatrical f1air had the
audience bursting with laughter.
The next performer was Alex Holubosh, bringing to Detroit a vocal
musical experience that completely
captivated the audience.;
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AHRU was attacked in the Israeli
media for defending Mr. Demjanjuk's
legal and human rights.
Mrs. 01shaniwsky urged Ukrainians
to become more informed about the
direct and indirect attacks on Ukrai
nians in the media and to take corrective
action against the guilty parties. She
contended that American news organi
zations employ a double standard in
that they refer to Mr. Demjanjuk as
Ukrainian, while being careful not to
identify the Mafia as 1talian or 1van
Boesky, charged with illegal stock
market trading, as Jewish. She placed
some of the burden for this on Ukrai
nians, however, saying, ''They (the
media) allow themselves this because we
sit quiet."
She added that AHRU became in
volved in these issues only in recent
years, when anti-Ukrainian defamation
grew more intense. AHRU began to
concern itself with human-rights viola
tions in the diaspora and not just those
in Ukraine. *'We never thought we
would have to defend human rights in
the free wor1d," she said, "but we have
had (Walter) Polovchak, (Myroslav)
Medvid, and the Demjanjuk case."
In his examination of Soviet disin
formation efforts in the West, Dr.
Zarycky cited recently published books
and new articles that pointed to the
presence of several Soviet KGB fronts
in New York City. A murmur swept
through the crowded hall as he quoted
an article from the West German publi
cation Ost Dienst, which revealed the
source of a list of suspected war crimi
nals supplied to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
The list, which includes Mr. Dem
janjuk, was supplied by Michael Hanusiak, editor of the pro-Soviet Ukrainian
News. An official organ of the Ukrai
nian-American League, the newspaper
shares its East Fourth Street address
with a group of organizations that
includes the National Council for
Soviet-American Friendship, said Dr.
Zarycky.
He said the intensifying defamation
of Ukrainians in the American and
Soviet press amounts to "psychological
warfare" and added, "We are in a worse
war now than we have ever been."
Mr. Priatka thanked the panelists
and audience for their participation and
said that the approximately S70O in
admission proceeds would be divided
equally and donated to the Demjanjuk
and Koziy legal defense funds.

Attention

Attention

UNA DISTRICT OFFICERS, BRANCH OFFICERS
AND ORGANIZERS
in the State of New Jersey
You are cordially invited to attend a

MEETING
at UNA Main Office, зо Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J.
on Saturday, May 2, 1987 at 10:00 a.m.
PURPOSE OF MEETING: To introduce members of UNA Professional Sales Department,
to explain new UNA certificates based on 1980 Mortality Tables and to discuss future
UNA organizing methods and procedures.
COFFEE AND LUNCH WILL BE SERVED.

SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

T H E PERFECT GIFT

GOLD TRIDENT
JEWELRY
from

EMBLEMS OF THE WORLD
;V^nt)*w.M,4. Щ4О|5 \

p.0. Box 2224

Toll free 1-800-872-3600 \

Send for free brocbure

SERVING SUBURBAN
METROPOLITAN
-NEW YORK

WITH
NEW HOMES
AND RESALES

SINCE 1963
WE FULFILL THE AMERICAN DREAM EVERY DAY
CALL TODAY
TO STAKE YOUR CLAIM TO HOME OWNERSHIP

(914) 623-8888

One Wcsel Road
Southwest Corner of No. Middletown Rd
Nanuet, N.Y. 10954

EUGENE T. BRYDA
Licensed Real Estate
Broker

13th ANNUAL UKRAINIAN FESTIVAL, U.S.A.
Saturday, June 13, 1987
Garden State Arts Center, Exit 116, Holmdel, New Jersey
SCHEDULE OF 0 А Г 8 ACTIVITIES:
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. -

SPORTS TOURNAMENTS

11 a.m. to б p.m. - ART EXHIBITS
SALE OF UKRAINIAN FOODS & DELICACIES
12 Noon -

PLAZA ACTIVITIES

4 p . m . - S T A G E CONCERT
9 p.m. - FESTIVAL DANCE
RAMADA HOTEL, 1З0 Route 10 West
EAST HANOVER, N J 0 7 9 3 6

Ultna Stftchysiiyii/ (201) SS2-S49S

Sttf)hati Tataftnko. (201) 7774920
MoiMlay thrott|h Friday, 7-11 p.m.

Ettfema Charczento. (201) 94S-3S73

PROGRAM BOOK ADVERTISEMENT

50.00

%page ....

100.00

'^ page ;...
Full page ,

.

200.00

UibaSiryi. (201) 2971934

FINE ART CHAIRMAN

AbVERTISING CHAIRMAN

. fOlK ART CHAIRMAN

% 2і00

CONCESStONS CHAIRMAN

SPONSORS CHA1RMAN

T1CKETS:
Jaroslaw 4wanchiw
Box 243-F Zion Road
Neshanic Station. MJ. OSS53
(201) 3S9-51S4, Slonday іЬxxіф Friday;
10 a.m. to S:30 p.m.

lubaOstapiak.(201)227 2334,
lloiidtythrouDi Friday 6-11 p.m.

Name
Address

.-..

-

-

Tel.: ..,
Please include eithar your company name, business card or camera-ready advertiseme^^
PIease mal(e ctieck payable І6: Ukrainian Festival. U^A. and send to: 72 Priscii1aStr^t. Clifton.^ Neiw Jersey 07013
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NEW YORK: At 7:30 p.m., at
Ralphe Buiiche Park across from the
United Nations on First Avenue and
43rd Street, the Ukrainian Student
Association of Mykola Michnowsky
will hold a candlelight vigil to mark
the first anniversary of the nuclear
tragedy at Chornobyl.
NEW YORK: The Young Profes
sionals First Fridays Film Series will
feature the film "Taras Bulba,"
starring Yul Brynner and Tony
Curtis. Dr. Zenon Kohut of the^
Harvard Ukrainian Research Insti
tute will provide a perspective on the
Kozak era in Ukraine. Yuri Kamin~
sky's comic short, "Ukrainian Gi-^
go1o" will also be shown. Suggested
donation, S5. The films will be shown
at the Ukrainian Institute of Ame
rica, 2 E. 79th St. at 7:30 p.m.
NEW YORK: Soprano Maria Wolansky and bass Mychail Newmerzyckyj will present an evening recital
that includes works by Kos-Anatolsky, Lysenko, Hulak-Artemovsky,
Mozart and Verdi at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St. at
7 p.m.
May2
GARFIELD, N.J.: Ukrainian Ame
rican Veterans Post 17 and the
Ladies Auxiliary of Passaic are
sponsoring their 24th annual in
stallation dinner-dance, which wiil
be held at Garfieid Elks B.P.O.E. No.
2267, 68 Lanza Ave. at 7 p.m. Music
by the Pyramids. Tickets are S25 per
person and т а д be obt4ained sending
the tttoney tO"Michaei l^lakoneciiny,
P.O. Box 88, Maywood, N.J. 07607.
WARREN, Mich.: The Chornobyl
nuclear tragedy will be remembered
by members of Metropolitan De
troit's Ukrainian, Polish, Rumanian,
and Baltic communities. The com
memoration will begin with a me
morial church service for the victims
of the disaster at Г1 a.m. at St.
Josaphat's Ukrainian Catholic
Church, 26401 St. Josaphat Drive.
At noon, a commemoration lun
cheon will be held at the Ukrainian
Cultural Center, 26601 Ryan Road.
The main speaker will be Dr. Da:vid
R. Marples of the University of
Alberta, author of "Chernobyl and
Nuclear Power in the USSR."

Trawniki..
(Continued from page 1)
them the letters " N " and " G " are
transposed.
The next day, Wednesday, April 23,
Mr. Bezaleli briefly continued his
testimony for the prosecution. He was
then cross-examined by defense attor
ney John Gill.
Under cross-examination the witness
once again established that the signa
ture oil the Trawniki ID had not been
determined to be that of the defendant,
that the color of the eyes and height
listed on the card are not correct; that
the photo had been reattached; that the
frame around the photo is not the
original one; that there is no date of
issue; and that there is no information
regarding the date or place the docu
ment was found; and that the stamps do
not mesh.
In addition, Mr. Bezaleli surmised
that Streibel's signature may have been
entered on a blank document, that is,
before the card was filled out.
On that day, the three-judge panel
hearing the war crimes case ruled that
the card would be admitted into evi-
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
For further information call
Myroslaw Chrin, (313) 891-1478 or
Michael J. Berezowsky, (313) 625
8010.

at 7:30 p.m. UIA is located at 2 E.
79th St.

May3
IRVING, Tex.: The Ukrainian Dan
cers of Dallas will perform at 2 p.m.
at the Canalfest of Las Colinas,
which runs through the weekend, to
be held at Mondalay Canal in Las
Colinas. For more information call
Lis Moroz Harper, (214) 245-0841.

HAMTRAMCK, Mich.: The senior
class and chorus of the Immaculate
Conception Ukrainian Catholic
High School will stage a musical
version of the Ukrainian folk tale "In
the Kin^om of Okh." The play will
be presented in the high school
auditorium in Hamtramck at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available at Ukrai
nian credit unions and in school and
parish offices.

NEW YORK: The Chicago-based
comedy and light music act, the
husband and wife team of Zinoviy
and Anna Maryncc will make its
New York debut at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St., at
3 p.m. A reception will follow.
Suggested donation, S1O.

May9
NEW YORK: The Shevchenko
Scientific Society will hold a lecture
beginning at 6 p.m., on Lviv Gavrosi
by Prof. Hryhor Luznycky. The
society is located at 63 Fourth Ave.

TRENTON, N.J.: The Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of The Holy Tri
nity will hold its annual Easter
"Sviachene" at the church hall, 824
Adeline St., starting at noon. Admis
sion is S6 per person. For informa
tion call (609) 393-53З0.

NEW YORK: The Saturday Even
ing Concert Series at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St.,
will offer the talents of soprano Elena
Heimur, pianist Juliana Osinchuk
and vioUnist Marc Sabat at 7 p.m. A
reception will follow. Suggested
donation, S1O for adults, S6 for
senior citizens and students.

TRENTON, N.J.: St. Josephat's
Ukrainian Catholic Church will hold
its annual Easter "Sviachene" at the
church hall, 1195 Deutz Ave. Hamil
ton Township, starting at 2 p.m.
Admission is S6 per person. For
information call (609) 695-3771.

May10
ROCHESTER, N.Y.: The 54-mem
ber Burlaka choir will perform at 4
p.m. at East Ridge High School
Auditorium.
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annual congress at the Holiday Inn,
Route 22, during the weekend of
May29-31.
The congress will set forth the
resolutions and mandates that will
guide SUSTA for the upcoming term
of office, as well as elect the new
executive board. In addition to the
congress, the group is also sponsor
ing a banquet and ball to be held
Saturday, May 30, at the hotel. The
Myakyj Znak band from Chicago will
provide the entertainment. All are
invited to attend.
For additional information, call
01ya Chodoba at (212) 777-5029.

***
PHILADELPHIA: Ukrainian
Youth for Christ will hold a three
day celebration of the Ukrainian
Catholic faith and Ukrainian heri
tage at the Valley Forge Hilton on
June 26-28. All young Catholics, age
18-35, are invited to attend.
Registration materials have been
sent to Ukrainian Catholic churches
across the United States. Forms may
also be obtained from the Philadel
phia Ukrainian Youth for Christ
Planning Committee, P.O. Box
46381, Philadelphia, Pa., 19160
6381. Early registration is strongly
advised. If made by April 30, there
will be a S1O discount in the confe
rence fee.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America presents an evening
describing President Ronald Rea
gan's U.S-Soviet Exchange Initia
tives. Presented by the United States
Information Agency, the lecture
provides information about oppor
tunities to participate in cultural and
education exchanges. A reception
will follow the lecture, which begins

SOMERVILLE, N.J.:The Fede
ration of Ukrainian Student Organi
zations of America, Inc., will hold its

ROME: The Ukrainian Catholic
University is once again sponsoring
its summer Ukrainian studies pro- \
gram to be held from June 21 to July \
22. Along with course work, students
will travel to various cities in Italy.
Financial assistance is available and
applications must be submitted by
May 15. For assistance about aid,
please contact, in the U.S.: St.
Sophia Religious Association, 7911
Whitewood Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
19117, (215) 247-5448; and in Ca
nada: St. Sophia Religious Associa
tion, 85 Lake Shore Road, St. Catha
rines, Ont., L2N 2T6, (416) 937-3366.
Anyone who has adequate know
ledge of Ukrainian and has com
p1eted the equivalent of high school
may attend. Registration materials
must be received by May 15. For
more information contact Prof.
Vasyl Markus, 5733 N. Central Park
Ave., Chicago, 111., 60645, (312) 478
З587.

dence, although serious questions re
main regarding its authenticity. Defense
attorney Yoram Sheftel argued that the
judges had earlier established that the
source of evidence must be given, while
this card simply appeared out of blue.
He reminded the judges also of their
previous decision that not even a book
may be submitted as evidence, if its
author is not present. Meanwhile, a re
presentative of the Soviet Union or the
intermediary, Dr. Hammer, is not pre
sent at the trial.
Mr. Sheftel stressed as well that the
Soviets are well-known for their disin
formation apparatus and for the fabri
cation of documents.
He also pointed out that the Soviets
had been paying a pension to Mr.
Demjanjuk's mother on the assumption
that he had died in action as a Red
Army soldier during Wor1d War II and
asked how this was possible if the
Trawniki ID card had been in their
possession all along, indicating that
Mr. Demjanjuk had in fact been a
traitor.
Nonetheless, the judges ruled to
accept the card into evidence, though
they did state thut the card's weight as
evidence had yet to be determined.

Cross-examination of Mr. Bezaleli
continued on Thursday, April 23 (and
will resume next Monday).
Under questioning by Mr. Gill, it was
learned that the witness had worked in
the government lab for two years before
becoming its director. He holds a
bachelor's degree in natural sciences
and took one-week courses in forensic
examination in England and Germany.
His main duties at the government lab
were to verify the documents of immi
grants to Israel from the USSR.
Mr. Bezaleli stated that the Trawniki
ID had been turned over to him for
examination on December 19, 1986,
and that he received other documents to
use for comparison on February 12 of
this year. Five days later, on February
17, he submitted his opinion. He ad
mitted under questioning by Mr. Gill
that the defense's forensic expert had
visited him on February 10 and that he
had said at that time that he already had
an opinion as to the document's authen
ticity.
Mr. Bezaleli was also queried about
discolorations to the card caused by the
re-gluing of the photo. Mr. Gill asked, if
the re-gluing caused the stamp to be
discolored, isn't it possible that the

photograph, too, was discolored? The
witness replied that he does not know.
When asked if he had studied paper
plugs taken from the card and com
pared the paper used for the ID card to
others, the witness said he had not done
so.
He was also asked to explain a hole
on the button seen in the photo, but
answered that he cannot explain this.
Mr. Gill asked, Why are corrections to
entries on the card made in different
ink? The witness replied that he doesn't
know.
1n response to question about why
this card has two stamps on it, when
others have none, Mr. Bezaleli said that
this card was for the type carried on the
person of the issuee, while others were
kept in office files.
As a result of many unanswered
questions that became evident during
the cross-examination, the prosecution,
defense and judges agreed that the
documents expert should conduct
another, more thorough examination of
the Trawniki ID.
In other developments, it was learned
that Poland has agreed to allow three
witnesses to travel to 1srael and testify
for the defense.

May6
B 6 S T 0 N : A commemoration of the
victims of the Ukrainian famine will
take place at the Massachusetts State
House in Nurse's Hall from 1:30 to 2
p.m. It will be hosted by Massachu
setts Gov. Michael Dukakis, and his
wife, Kitty.
May 8

RIVER GROVE, III.: St. Joseph's
Ukrainian Catholic Church will
stage its "Ethnic Spring Concert" at
7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of
Mother Guerin High School at 8001
West Belmont Ave. This fund
raising concert will feature the
Flatley Studio of Irish Dance, Grandis Lithuanian Folk Dance Com
pany, the ODUM Bandura Trio,
Hromovytsia Ukrainian Folk Dance
Ensemble and students from the
Northwest Branch of the School of
Ukrainian Ballet of Chicago. For
ticket information call (312) 625
48О5.
ADVANCE NOTICE

